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While The People Sleep 
The Elite Dance Heats Up. 

8/2/92 #2 HATONN completed-ther actions must Will your Elite be able to BUY your 'New World Order" in prac- 
wait? In fact, even Mt. Pinatubo peaceful coexistence? I doubt it tice for the next acts of the play. 

Dearly beloved, we are fo- in the Philippineswillcontinue because the blackmail money It is not our 'M-0" to put on 
cused on this day upon the many to erupt ash and cinders until flow is enough at present since these kinds of 'shows" during 
instead of the detail. You will her business is finalized. the intent is to pull down the this time of sorting and discern- 
not find the answer if you can- What of California's 'Big Soviet Bloc nations at any rate ment. We do not wish to con- 
not relate the fragments into One"? Well, I am shown that it and with any excuse-you see fuse you byallowingyou to think 
the whole. is still 'on schedule" and I cer- the bloodletting in progress. those actions are from 'outer 

All over your globe you will tainly suggest you not unpack Meanwhile, you continue to space". Jus t  as with the 
note aircraft are 'dropping" any precious porcelain pieces dance with Saddam while the 'Christ" in human manifesta- 
from the sky-" ... for no known until an "all clear" is proven- nations burn. I would say that tion-we are NOT on your place 
'reason". Volcanos are still which will, of course, be the Saddam's reactions to your as aliens! If we come now we 
erupting but you are not kept 'big one". 'threats" and "war" tell you come in a much different man- 
informed. Imelda Marcos goes Your "big boy" government more about his relationship with ner than with such antics. This 
forth to Hong Kong on govern- administration has not been Yeltsin's Russia than anything does not mean, however, that 
ment "pay-off" business but all able to gain supremacy over to date. Your efforts in Iraq have we are not very often on or in 
the attention given her travel is you through encounters with been nothing more than a sick attendance of your physical 
'she bought new shoes". And I your enemy so you still have to farce since onset. I wonder if placement. In these days of 
ask, 'On what do you spend have reason for giving your na- you will even revive the old 'yel- confusion, it is known by all 
your funds?" I s  it not alright if tion into the hands of the Dicta- low ribbons" orjust forget it this prophecy that  neither the 
a person spends their own as- tor Bushlips. Your space effort time? Well, I suggest that you "Christ" nor the "Hosts" are 
sets on that which brings them of this week is a total disaster won't have TIME FOR RIBBONS manifest human. This is so 
pleasure-be it beer, bowling and flop and the view from up FOR THE PLANS ARE TO KEEP there is no midconception about 
balls, fishing rods or football here is pretty sad to say the YOUVERY, VERY BUSY ONTHE anything of this relationship. 
tickets? Could the mediathrust least. The Soviets with their HOME FRONT THIS GO Please see SLEEP, page 30 

Or Current Occupant 

Court Date Change 
The court date for the im- 
pounding of the PLEIADES 
CONNECTION Series of 
JOURNALS has been re-  
scheduled from July 2 7 to Au- 
gust 17. These JOURNALS 
are  avai lable  through 
Tehachapi Distributing. Se c 
*he advertisentent onpage 13. 
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be simply to distract you from newly launched men and equip- AROUND. 
the facts? How many realize ment are laughing all the way 
that until 'her" business is to the "throne". LIGHT SHOW [AND TELL1 
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Ah, many reports of incidents 
of "UFO" activity above the 
Northrop installations on Fri- 
day evening (late). Whizzing 
lights all over the area with zig- 
zag patterns, rapid direction 
changes and heavy electricity in 
the air alongwith audible pulses 
and "tones". This is simply 
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D.avv Crockett And 
The Cons-titution 

(Editor's note: The following is a your college campuses of this what the proceedings had been a serious blunder, and he also 
short butthoughtpromkingstory particular kind of rubbish, for that week. Davy had made did a little reflecting. He said 
from the rich history of ourcoun- which is easily available, with a the mistake of being among that: "If this man goes to talk- 
try. The real issue is that of little pamphlet called: those who were so proud of their ing, I am a 'gone fawn skin'." It 
education and the need to be "SOCKDOLAGER! A Tale of vote that when a few opponents was his terminology but it is 
erqtlosed to the lessons of our Davy Crockett - In which the of the measure asked for the apparent what he meant. Well, 
omgreatcountry's herita&. Un- old Tennessee bear hunter Yeas and Nays, even though Davy was no slouch: he said to 
fortunately our educational ma- meets up with the Constitution they were not enough in num- the man (and this is important, 
chinery is now well into the third of the United States." This is a ber to cause a division of the friends), "I might as well own 
generation of adversarial infil- tale being told frequently now- House and a recording of the up, you have got me. I will tell 
tration and corruption, malciq it adays by ones such as Virginia vote, some of the proponents you what I will do. I am making 
scary topause and considerjust Meves, David Horton and oth- joined with it because they were a tour through the District and 
how far we havefallen from the ers of involved parties. so proud they wanted to have it I will speak to every group and 
imperative of being an informed David Crockett, when recorded. Davy was very force- to every individualwho will stop 
populace conscious of the roots stumping for re-election, was ful in his support for this mea- and listen, and I will tell each 
and obligations of freedom.) going through his District when sure. He said, "My land, that group about our conversation 

he saw a man plowing on the was a very small sum. Those about my previous vote in the 
8/  8/90 HATONN side of a hill. He paced his horse people were destitute, they were Congress and that it was-ng, 

so as to meet up with him at the burned out of their homes, many and why it was wrong. You put 
Ifyour youth are not ever fence when he turned to make of them with nothing but the up a barbecue in a week from 

exposed to the history of your another pass with the plow. He clothes they were standing up Saturdayand when I come back 
country, if they are not exposed started to introduce himself, but in. Who could possibly criticize I will pay for it and will acknowl- 
to the principles on which your the man was rather curt and the use of so small a sum as edge my error." The farmer, 
country was based, they can't interrupted saying, "Oh, yes, I $20,000 for so worthy a cause one Horatio Bunce, was some- 
be expected to love what they know you are Colonel Crockett. by so great and wealthy a na- what of a sage in the area, and 
cannot know. Further, ifyou do I made the mistake of voting for tion?" from his reply you can clearly 
not inform yourselves as elders you the last time: that's an error But the farmer said, "Colo- see why. He said, "Well, having 
how can they ever know? They I will not repeat." Well-that nel Crockett, you will look in you acknowledge the error will 
can experience the personal was a "sockdolager", a ?d Davy vain for any authority to appro- do more good than beating you 
freedom that you still have to inquired what the reason was priate one dime for charity. If for it. We are poor folk here but 
some slight degree; but they for the man's displeasure. The you can appropriate $20,000 we have food and we will pro- 
can't know their own heritage man said: 'You cast  a n  for this charitable purpose you vide the barbecue, and look for- 
or what "real freedom" actually unconstitutionalvote in the last can appropriate $20,000,000." ward to seeing you a week from 
can be if they are never exposed session of the Congress." This (and in those days $20,000,000 Saturday." 
to it. was another sockdolager. Davy was a k t  of money). He ob- A week from Saturday rolled 

The question of use of your said something like, "I did no served: You gentlemen in the around, Davy returned, and in 
heritage is something that you such thing: if I did, I wish I may Congress can use as much of that remote frontier community 
might pause a while to exam- be shot," which was rather a your own funds as you see fit for about 1,000 men had gathered. 
ine. Consider acollege campus; curiously prophetic statement charitable purposes, but you What toters'organizations they 
you can probably go onto many for the later martyr ofthe famed can't use any public funds be- must have had and you might 
campuses and easily procure, Alamo. The man explained: cause it is beyond the scope of take lessons. Davy did as he 
eirner in cheap paperback edi- "You remember that bill for the your commissions." The farmer had indicated he would do- he 
lions, or free-stuffed into your relief of the victims of the had said he considered Colonel gave a speech and described it 
licmd for nothing-the writings Georgetown fire?" Davy said, Crockett to be a thoroughly hon- as the best speech he had ever 
i i Mao Tse-Tung, Das  Kapital, "Why yes, i remember that, I est man but that either he lacked made. He got the speech from 
snd other such similar mate- voted in support of that." Of intelligence to understand the one of his constituents-so all 
r;d. If a thousand young minds course the man knew that he Constitution or the character to is not changed so rapidly. He 
a-e exposed to that rot, without had done so because in those be bound by that understanding was a great speaker on that 
atidote, a certain number of days the newspapers were a -and Davy ended up agreeing occasion, and when he con- 
then are golng to fall for it, just sort of Digest ofwhat went on in with him that he must have cluded he said, Wou will have a 
or? the law of percentages. Congress and not just hog-slop. been correct. few words now from Horatio 

' lornpare the accessibility on They carried a little synopsis of Davy sawT that he had made Bunce, your neighbor." Mr. 
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Bunce got up and said: Tou  supporting the bill, it will document called the Constitu- I alsogive accolades to David 
have heard what Colonel amount to more than the tion and study it-memorize it Horton for his superb work. He 
Crockett has s@d. I am satis- amount ofthe bill. Not only will until every line is seared into is the Chairman of the Execu- 
fied he will do as he has prom- we accomplish this object of your mind. You will find that tive Council of the Defenders of 
ised." And Davy went back to relieving the distress of the you are doing a service to your- the American Constitution and 
Washington. ' widow, but we will avoid fore- selves, yes, but oh, dear broth- was the District Attorney of 

Another bill came up, this swearing our oaths by misap- ers, look what you will be doing Lander County in Battle Moun- 
time for the relief of a widow of plying, misappropriating, pub- for posterity, who look to you to tain, Nevada. 1967-75, He is 
adistinguished Naval Officer. It lic funds to a purpose that is not preserve for themwhat has been the President of the PACE 
was for $10,000, and the usual authorized." The bill was put to forwarded to you. Foundation (Foundation for 
speeches were being given in its a vote and instead of passing You can get copies of the Patriotism, Americanism, Citi- 
support. There was no oppo- without opposition, it was Constitution at minimal cost zenship and Education), and 
sition being offered, the Con- soundly defeated. from Liberty Press, 300 Inde- was the Commander of the 
gressmen were giving their Do you think the Constitu- pendence Ave., SE, Washing- American Legion, Department 
speeches more as an opportu- tion has changed since those ton, D.C. 20003 and you can of Nevada, 1975-76. 
nity to exercise their eloquence days? Do you think Congress obtain copies of ' SOCK- If the above is a 'great" writ- 
rather than for any type of con- and your President have Con- DOLAGER" from the OREGON ing, perhaps it is because you 
test. They were saying such stitutional Authority to send LEGISLATIVEAND RESEARCH still have 'great" spokesmen 
things as the United States re- your money off to other nations? COMMITTEE, INC., Mrs. But- upon your placement!?! May 
ally owed this widow the amount Oh, little ones of the lie, pay ton, State Coordinator, who off- you be given to hear the truth of 
of the bill because of the distin- attention! set prints them personally in it within thine breast that we 
guished servicesofher late hus- The following day a man her home. P. 0. Box 45, might reverse that which is comi 
band, even though he had been came storminginto Davy's room Brookfield, Wisconsin. 53045- ing upon you. May God always 
in the employ ofthe Government where he was sitting at his desk ( 10 for $4.00). Don't be be kept at thine side and within 
until shortly before his death. It writing out addresses on copies "thrown" by Oregon vs. Wis- that you might be shown the 
seemed apparent that the bill of the Congressional Record consin--one is truly not impor- way. So be it. 
was going to go through, and it which carried the proceedings tant to the other in ordering the Hatonn to clear, please. 
was about to be put to a vote of the previous day which in- booklets. 
when Davy got up. He said: cluded Davy's speech. The man 
'~verybody within the sound of said, 'Whatever possessed you, 
my voice knows that we have no Crockett, to give that speech The Adversary' s Limited 
authority to appropriate any against the widow's bill? It was 
public funds fofthis burpose. it going through!" Davy said, 'Sit 
has been said that we owe this down and cool yourself. I will be 
sum. Has it ever been audited? with you as soon as I can." He 

Bag Of Tricks 
Has  ever a bill been submitted continued addressing the stack 
in support of it? The Govern- of Congressional Recordson his (Editor's note: The following is spread of intended activities- 
ment was not in arrears to the desk. When he had finished, he the Introduction to the latest it spreads like wildfire among 
Naval Officer while he was alive; rolled back in his chair and JOURNAL gone to press culled the networks. Evil events can- 
I do not see how it could incur said: You asked me a ques- 'THREADS OF SILK--BANDS not be pulled off in the required 
an obligation after his death." tion-whatever possessed me to OF STEEL: BONDAGE WITHIN 'secrecy" which protects the 
Everybody knew that it was not make that speech-and in an- THE WEB. TANGLED WEBS perpetrators. 
a debt, Davy observed-it was swer to that question there is a VII.1 
charity. He was not unmindful, considerable tale to which you BLACK BOX 'FOOTBALL" 
he told his colleagues, of the will have to listen." He told the 7/25/92 #1 HATONN 
predicament of the widow, but man of his experience in meet- How many of you know the 
he observed that if the United ing with Horatio Bunce. The WHY DO THINGS NOT meaning of the above terms? 
States special agencies for lim- man who heard the tale from HAPPEN? Ah-but it is not the black box 
ited purpose, owed this widow Davy Crockett was so impressed in an aircraft 'or ship and it is 
this sum, they owed every other with it that he is the one who Ah, but they DO! Just as not the football used in the 
widow of the War  of 18 12 more has preserved the account for with GOD answeringUprayer"- Superbowl. It is the case which 
than they could pay because your use today. the answer rarely comes as you attends the President which has 
they owed exactly the same What is the point of all this expect or desire it to be. Prayer codes and keys for nuclear at- 
amount. Even the amount of long dissertation? You have the is from a personal physical need tack and/or response. 
the bill was not sufficient to best heritage in the world but, or desire which will always in- How many ofyou realize that 
discharge that debt. in this war in which you are volve self-answers come as this boxwas physically removed 

Davy offered his colleagues a shooting artillery shells, if you defines and sorts a 'situation" from the President's (Bush) con- 
proposition: 'I am probably the don't shoot the shells you are for the best and highest good- trol along about the 10th of 
poorest man in this House." going to lose the war. SO, ifindeed-thatwas therequest. July? If you suspected as 
There were men there who were SHOOT! or you might as well Then why do things not much-from where did you get 
accustomed to spend on a single capitulate now. "seem" to happen as outlaid- the information? From me? 
afternoon party, the amount of If you make use ofyour heri- for instance, earthquakes on Where did I get it? Well, inter- 
the bill if it would accomplish tage and accomplish the pro- schedule, wars on schedule, estingly enough from scared- 
their purpose. But Davy was gram that is already underway null-times on schedule, etc? it out-of-their-wits peoplewho fell 
telling them: 'I will put up a and then move on to your own is that you must understand into the information because of 
week of my salary for this pur- individual States--do you see that thereare moreofyou WITH the portent and magnitude of 
pose to help the widow; and if what adifference you can make? INFORMATION "out there" than the act itself. The sources and 
others will do the same who are Get a copy of that blessed you realize. When word is the information have been veri- 
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fied' by many knowing sources does he pretend to know "it You must, therefore, remember bilityin human form. This kind 
now. all"). But he has been willing to that God's delays are NOT God's of darkness cannot endure the 

Why would this be? Be- pay the price to let YOU know denials-however, your delays light of discovery for man 
cause there are still ones with the evil afoot to the best of his may very well be your own de- eventually will accept his 
enough power to pull attention ability. When thisintent is heard nial and you may never reach uOodn power and wil l  cease to 
to activities and within the Elite and accepted by God-the help- the places prepared for your tolerate such control-spe- 
cartel there are FACTIONS vy- ers are sent forth to attend that radiance-at least surely not in cially from that which is  far 
ing for power and control. The which we can to assist. this particular sequence of ex- inferior to the lowest of the 
full intent was first strike against But THIS is the reason that perience. acceptedUpeasantry". These 
the Russians-you must un- plans are changed, shuffled, Can we of Hatonn's crew perpetrators ue inferior spe- 
derstand something-Mr . speeded up or postponed in full bring about change and free- cies in ALL in&an~e~! THE 
Yeltsin and Bush are NOT orchestration-BECAUSE THE domforyou? NOINDEED. We ONLY PLACE WHEREIN 
friends! Mr. Gorbechevfitsthat ADVERSARY WOULD BE DIS- would not even presume to as- THESE ONES ARE SUPE- 
role. The power at play is so COVERED AND THE FULL CA- sume you WANT SUCH. We RIOR-I8 IN THEIR ABILITY 
magnificent that total destruc- PABILITY CANNOT BE REAL- only supply the tools with which TO FOOL AND MAINTAIN CON- 
tion could be foisted off upon IZED IF HIS ACTIONS ARE DIS- you can make the change ifyou TROL OVER YOU! THEY ARE 
your planet if either get out of COVERED AND BROUGHT so desire. Any being who will OF THE PHYSICAL REALM 
control. So, capability of insti- INTO THE LIGHT. In addition, tell you otherwise-LIES TO ONLY AND ARE YOUR BEST 
gating such a strike was re- part of the 'gamew of 'getchaw YOU! REMEMBER-GODA AND TEACHERS IF YOU BUT AL- 
moved after events began to is to twist and turn you in the CHRIST BEINGS ARE ALSO LOW IT. THEY, FURTHER, 
happen which proved the su- wind until you are so fatigued EXTRATERRESTRIALS-FOR CAN ONLY PREVAIL IA A-HU- 
premacy of the Russian coun- with the waiting that you let THEY ABIDE IN HIGHER MAN FORMAT-FOR ALL 
terparts. The bigger the 'truth" down your guard and wham, FORM AWAY FROM YOUR THINGS ABOUTTHEM, THEIR 
the more it is denied-for the lie bam-ngotcha"! PHYSICAL PLANET-THEY DESIRES AHD PLOTTING ARE 
is so much more acceptable Ones ask constantly 'Why ARE ONLY REFLECTED TO ATTAIN AND CONTROL 
when offered by politicians and don't you do something?" Be- WITHIN YOUR SOULS- THOSE THINGS OF PHYSI- 
elite controllers. You-the-peo- cause perception only is the re- WHICH ARE ENERGY FORMS CAL-THEY CERTAINLY 
ple do not want to believe the flection of any action. What OF UEXTRATERRESTRIALm WANT NO PART OF GOD IN 
truth of what has come to may appear to you to be the LIFE. THE PHYSICAL MANX- ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER! 
pass so you wave yellow rib- proper action is usually very FESTATION IS UALIEN" AND As  foreword to this JOUR- 
bons and pretend the lies are detrimental to 'another". If we LIMITING TO SOUL. THAT NAL I am going to deviate from 
truth. YOU have noway other encroach on the "free-will" ac- MEANS, CHELAS, THAT my usual practice and I am 
than theme kinds of papers, tions of ANY ONE, we are en- THOSE ULITTLE GRAY going to quote from adocument 
journals and independent croaching on the "free-will" ALIENSm OFUFO PAM- sent to my attention. It is so 
speakers and newswriters to actions of ALL ONES. Ours is AS EARTH BOUND AS ARE well done that it deserves shar- 
glean information. 8em how not to intervene nor in te r fe re  YOU!! BOTH ARE ORIGIlVED ing. It touches on many things 
hard the efforts are to silence we are sent to give insight and IN THE UNIVERSAL NOI-  and brings a lot of information 
our awn work and you will Truth and then YOU can take SPACE, NON-TIME EXPERI- and thought provoking outlay 
understand the horrendous that information and solve the ENCEAND PROJECTED INTO to your attention. I, further, 
task of making anything problems as they may come to EARTHBOUND LIMITATIONS honor his first line approach- 
known to you. be. Ours is but to bring into OFPHYSICALBINDINGSrNST asking you to go get more in- 

For instance, Ray Renick your knowing that which is evil AS ARE YOU! formation. Please utilize that 
washmediately incarcerated and false. We aren9t here to which is offered, students, be- 
after speaking out and nam- "save" anyone or force anyone TIMING cause it is the ONLY way you 
ing names-he spent two to do anything-for both must will prevail in this battle for 
months in jail after he said be done for 'self". The down-side of your par- your souls. 
who was behind the bombing We come, in addition, to re- ticular plight at this sequence I can only trust that this 
of KAL-007. While incarcer- move the people of God into the of awakening is that the Elite person will not object to my 
ated ALL of his property was places prepared when the ele- must act before you-the-people utilizing his name, for I have no 
confiicatedandlor stolen. Do ments no longer allow life-form understand what is coming other way to give the honor de- 
you not think it would be on the planet-if that comes to down. They must bring about served herein. I shall not give 
easier for we speakers to re- be (which it surely appears will the "acts of God" which they other information which can 
main silent and slither off into happen at some time), to see the produce, soon, or the world will isolate him. The "thinkersn 
our secure little corners? planet into the eraof the Photon know the capability of the pup- and 'speakers" of Truth are 

You must understand that experience of 'Lightn and at- pet masters and will not longer under severe attack and 1 will 
ones such as Col. Gritz, etc., tend the planet if its destruc- toleratesuchman-madeactions not aid and abet the deadly 
a d  especially my crew--could tion is imminent in such man- to continue. So you are going to games of the adversary. 
take the information now held ner as to bring chaos into the have to have a few real whop- QUOTE: 
and remain "prepared" for any order of the cosmos. I would pers very quickly. On the other NOTE: Anyone reading this 
and all events and go silently ask that you please stop expect- hand there are enough who now PLEASE go to the Library and 
about allowing you to be blown ing us to do your job1 The know the tryth of it to topple the get the book by Taylor Caldwell, 
to gits, imprisoned, or anything largest lie of all, perhaps, is the power of the thrones-just as A PILLAR OF IRON, which is an 
else the a d v e r s q  holds for you, cop-out given mankind through Princess Di is about to topple updated account of the down- 
Ji IS for this reason that I am the churches and religious the throne of England. It is fall of Rome. Each time you 
golng todedicate thisvolume to misinformation. But that, too, already coming into press that read ROME substitute the 
Ray Renick for I have used his is your free-will right to believe the throne of England controls U.S.A., as the parallel is identi- 
information (which he himself and function within. just about everything and is cal to what is happening in 
knows is not fully accurate nor It is the time of "choosing". from the blackest of black no- America. When Rome fell to the 
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marauding mobs, freedom was HOLDS THE POWER AND THE of America? If so, then we citi- serve that final thread of free- 
LOST for 1,500 years. STRINGS.] Thus did George zens ourselves will have been d o m  and Constitution. You 

Consider the following: Bush reveal his internationalist the architects of our own de- wil l  have to do it against all 
Donald Despain, father of mind-set and the disdain for struction. Unless the hearts of odds and without media c w -  

the F.D.I.C. and commissioner the United States Constitution enough Americans are again erage-YOU WILL HAVE TO 
of Labor and Agriculture during he had sworn to uphold. If we gripped by the fervency for free- DO IT!! 
the Franklin D. Roosevelt ad- had a Congress characterized dom, and the willingness to Can it work? In time? It 
ministration a d :  'Neither Po- by integrity, Mr. Bush would sacrifice everything if need be, certainly can't if you don't 
li tical-p hysical upheavals have been impeached and re- to preserve it, our children will get on with  it! Failure to 
known as Wars, nor Economic moved from office by now. curse us in our graves; and reach a goal is predetermined 
Dislocations called slumps, The second objective is be- rightly so. I /  IF YOU NEVER BEGIN! 
Busts or Depressions ... hap- ing accomplished by opening G. B. Simpson ' GOD WILL II&ARCH WITH 
pen overnight . . . they are our borders to free trade. This P.S.: Recently, 1992, a well- YOU RM) HOLD THE LAddP 
planned." means that adjacent countries known author wrote: ' We need TO LIGHT THE WAY. HE 

Admiral Chester Ward, U.S. like Mexico are free to compete men with experience who can WILL SEND WIS ARMZE8 - 
Navy hero of WW-11, and a mem- in production with American formulate strategy to defend our IF YOU WIU BUTHOLD TO 
ber of Rockefeller's C.F.R. said workers, without any import priceless heritage which, once HIS OWN LIGHT. WE ARE 
the goal is the 'submel-gence of duties to equalize the effects of lost, will never again reappear." COME THAT YOU MIGHZ" 
U.S. Sovereignty and national the very different wage scales END OF QUOTING HAVE COddFORT AND KNOW- 
independence into an all-pow- and standards of living between * + *  INO- 
erful one-world government." Mexican and American work- I suggest herein that you DO NOT tlNDERESTllldATE 

Stated simply and bluntly, ers. Mexican workers will pro- get your motiuiztion mowing THE IntFINfiE NONLIMIA- 
George Bush's real aggnda is to duce auto parts, for example, and your organizations TION 
force America into a one-world for $8 per day in wages in re- geared up and GET G R m  OF W D !  
government, with afew elite poli- gions where there are no ex- He is willing to lead you in Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
ticians and financiers a t  the penses incurred because of en- just the manner above spo- July 25, 1992 
head, and as a result, grasping vironmental controls. ken and he k wUng to give Year 5, Day 344 and count- 
riches into power. But American workers, to his life, if needs  be, to pre- ing. 

In order to accomplish this produce the same parts, expect 
objective, he must first do two at least $50 per day, and the 
things: 1) Eliminate America's costs to satisfy the myriad gov- 
sovereignty and its Constitu- ernmental protection laws in "Nothing" At All Going 
tion, and 2) Reduce America's the U.S. must be added to the 
economy to a level that is more cost of wages and benefits. 
nearly equal to those of 'Third Without import duties to equal- On In The World 
World countries." ize these different wage and cost 

The first of these objectives standards,Bushcertainlyiswell 7/26/92 W 1  HATONN just a few more years in which 
is being accompiished by re- aware that American manufac- to grow-you can change this 
placing America's sovereignty turers will close their plants in NOTHING HAPPENING? old world, friends. That is, if 
by United Nations authority. the U.S. and move them to you want to do so. Most are 
Note that when Bush wanted to Mexico and other nations where If you think nothing is hap- marching now to the new piper's 
engage in a War with Iraq, he costs are lower, thus throwing pening then I concern for your song and drumbeat to zombie- 
first asked for United Nations American workers out of jobs. world more than can be imag- land. 
authority and ignored the United The same result occurs when ined. Just on a local level the 
States Congress, which alone the federal government allows laser pulse beams are so debili- CAMP DAVID? 
has authority underthe Consti- Japan to sell unlimited num- tating that my crew finds it dif- 
tution to declare war and com- bers of Japanese-made cars in ficult to function. The constant Your President is off for a 
mit U.S. soldiers to combat the U.S. The inevitable result, bombardment makes it very 'get-away" a t  Camp David? 
against another nation. [H: surelyunderstood byMr. Bush, tempting to simply "give upw This is what the CNN speaker 
Please note that TODAY in will be exactly what is being and await whatever shall be said this morning! Can't the 
speaking of military action observed now; Americans will coming. Oh, would that it could writers remember frorr~ one 
againstIraq, howwer,theU.N. be gradually forced to accept be so simple. You are being minute to the next, their sto- 
k set forth as being the ones lower wages or be out of work. toyed with in a most heinous ries? Remember-he went to 
setting u p  the ?needm for in- When these two objectives manner and my heart goes out Camp David with his high level 
tenention-BUT-THE ONLY are accomplished, Mr. Bush, unto you. My team notes that staff, Powell, Cheney, Quayle, 
ONEMENTIONEDASPARTICI- while assuring Americans that the silent hours are so busy etc., to decide when to bomb 
PANT AND DECIDER IS THE he is concerned about the eco- that their physical mechanical Iraq? I s  that so unimportant 
UNITED STATES O F  nomic plight and is seeking to houses will hardly function that it is called a 'get-away?". 
AMERICA!!!! MOREOVER, IT remedy the problem, and con- upon arising. What ever happened to 'doing 
IS LEFT IN THE SOLE HANDS tinuing to posture with deliber- Many of you are going within business" in the Capital and 
OF BUSH! WHY NOT CON- ate ineffectiveness, will have and finding your day to day White House of your govern- 
GRESS? BECAUSE BY EX- gained his sinister objective: an conclusions of actions. I can ment? Besides, all the while 
ECUTIVE ORDERS YOU HAVE America prostrated under world offer no more than that as a they were 'making plans and 
GIVEN YOUR LIFE INTO THE government authoritycontrolled teacher for in the remainder of contingency operationsw-how 
HANDS OF THE UNITED NA- by Bush and a small group of journey it shall be moment to is it that Powell was also off 
TIONS CHARTER INSTEAD OF wealthy, elite fellow mattoids. moment, day to day. Rejoice in making speeches which were 
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE I s  an alien, totalitarian rule the gift of even one more hour, also shown on the same news- 
UNITED STATES AND BUSH the destiny of the United States one more day-and, if allowed cast? These were political, so 
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guess what is most important? language to get to me--YOU GET somehow prove ME WRONG. I paganda chief. [H: What would 
What do YOU know? How do TO ME DIRECTLY AND IT ONLY am in no contest for anything make his 'suitable"? Would 
YOU know that you know? Do FURIES HER IN TOTAL BEWIL- and I am here to prove noth- changing the truth to Ues  
you have any idea a t  all of what LIERMENT. YOU MUST, ALSO, ing-I have a mission and I am make him more suitable, per- 
is going on beyond that which YOU PRESENTERSRECEIVE doing it to the best of my capa- haps?] 
you are shown on TV or in the FROM ME DIRECTLY. Usually, bility (which is quite adequate). Irving said yesterday that 
press? I thought not. silence is the best approach to Truth is a strange commodity- windows have been smashed at 

J u s t  remember, friends, almost all things-for in the si- it stands alone and seems al- British bookstores selling his 
Bush declared the first Iraq war lence you can HEAR1 ways to be attacked in the most works. He also said members of 
from his uiual office: the golf In the silence she is also heinous manners when it would underground Jewish organiza- 
course. Worldaffairsanddeath becoming attuned to Lakota be obvious that were it NOT tions, disguised as telephone 
of a nation in between golf ball when Grandfather calls. What Truth-no one would pay a sec- engineers, raided hisapartment 
holes and on golf carts. Does links do you ones have to your ond glance at the circumstance. and smashed down the door 
this strike you as less deadly past heritage? Go into the si- with a sledgehammer. 
than one, Adolf fiitler, who at lence and perhapsyou will hear EXAMPLE? Irving, who has written 
least declared his intent 'to the and know. There are no acci- many books about World War I1 
people" on 'working" ritual- dents--why would Little Crow QUOTIN& Wednesday, July and is preparing a biography of 
not from vacation-land. Do you be a Lakota? Why not a Mayan? 8, 1992, The Honolulu Adver- Goebbels, denied accusations 
realize that ALL of Bush's major Well, WHO says he wasn't- tiser: Historian says the Holo- that he was an 'apologist for 
declarations of intended death isn't? How can you LEARN these caust n w e r  occtlrred, JEWS Hitler". But he stood by his 
dealing doom bombs-have thingsifyouremainlockedinto ACCUSE WEBBELS' DIARY contention that there was no 
come from his GET-AWAYS and the moment of concern about TRANSLATOR OF BEING BI- Ho locaqt  as presented. In an 
always from a place of 'game- that which is contradiction? If ASED. article he wrote in Tuesday's 
playing"? Can it be that he is you learn the clues and guide- Associated Press: LON- Guardian, he predicted that 
always at 'play or is it just lines-you can KNOW without DON-Revisionist historian 'one year from now the Holo- 
imagining coincidence? Could asking another, even a higher David Irving's key role in getting caust will be discredited". 
it be that the 'one" shown to brother, for the answers. I like Joseph Goebbels' diaries pub- Times Editor Neil said it 
you 'isn't" the entity in point of to often repeat Little Crow's lished has sparked protest by would have been more conve- 
making those homendous deci- speaking: 'It will all be exactly Jews, and provoked debate over nient if an uncontroversial his- 
sions against you and your na- as it will be." the accuracy of translations by torian had offered the newspa- 
tion? You had better take a a man who claims there was no per new extracts from the dia- 
better look a t  all those Elite GO READ YOUR LESSONS Holocaust (as p l ~ e ~ t d j .  ries, but Ixving came up with 'a 
Puppets- The Sunday Times (Lon- world scoop" and he wasn't 

Instead of reading a 'few" of don), which paid Irving for tran- about to turn it down. 
BAKER IN PHILIPPINES the volumes and papers and scribingpreviouslyunpublished Neil said I ~ n g  was one of 

then barraging me with ques- extracts from the diaries as well the few people who could deci- 
Where is your Secretary of tions-even about ones such as as a 'finder's fee" for delivering pher Goebbels' spidery hand- 

State while the world dangles Billy Meier, etc. Why do you not them to the paper, has been writing and shorthand. Irving 
between disaster and catastro- avail yourselves ofALL the infor- attacked for dealing with the said it had taken him two years 
phe? Ah, indeed, he is in the mation and you will KNOW the controversial historian. to learn how to read it. 
Philippines1 Why? Would you answers? I have no interest in The state archives in Mos- Actress Miriam Karlin, a 
find it strange that Imelda dawdling over one speaker or cow, where the diaries were dis- member ofthe Anti-NaziLeague, 
Marcos has gone to do banking another-the world is made of covered, has also become em- who protested outside Irving's 
in Hong Kong (right now!)? She over 6- 1 / 2 BILLION people- broiled in the controversy be- house on Saturday, said he was 
has to have SPECIAL permits to each needing, needing, needing cause of its dealings with IIving. totally unsuitable for translat- 
go anywhere so how could this - - - . Does MY opinion of, say, The cash-strapped archives, ing accurately because of his 
b a n d  only four days, yet. (33) the B 0 0 K 0 F ENOCH or which allowed him to work for denial of the Holocaust as it 
Could there be some kind of ~ P E a c t u a l l y m e a n s o m u c h  free, now saysit should be paid. happened, in which her 
Pay-Off being setup for this so- to you? If you have read my Sunday Zlms Editor An- mother's family died. [H: Dosr; 
called little 'Indonesian Con- projections and used the never- drew Neil said the controversy this make HER p d l y  a bet- 
ference"? Why is Pinatubo blow- changing guideline s-Y OU over Iming has obscured the ter translator?] 
ingagain? Let me tell you again, WILL KNOW THE VALUE AND/ potential impact of the previ- Irving countered: 'My 
students of life progress-the OR THE ERRORS. The great ously unpublished segments of opponents ~ay,~There  you are, 
Philippines are the most im- Wisdomkeepers are knowing the diaries, which Oxford histo- he's going to give it a right-wing 
portant point of remaining heri- that there are many ways to rian Norman Stone says fill 'the slant.' But you can't do that 
tage in your world. It is so present 'truth" and most often largest outstanding gap in the because you'd leave yourself 
important that Dharma sitsand the best way to discern Truth is documentation of the Third open to immediate detection." 
stares at 33 hours of taped lan- through the blackest lie. How Reich." Neil said The Sunday 
guage course and four texts on can YOU gain in this wisdom if Since the rival Intiepen- 'Ifmeshas done extensive checks 
the language of Tagalog-the you attend the details of 'man's" dent newspaper revealed details against already published sec- 
native language of the Philip- blatherings without giving of the publishingdeal last week, tions of Goebbels'diaries and is 
pines. It is too much; I agree guidelines to the reception and Irving's house has been pick- convinced the new extracts are 
that it is too much at this time, sortinginto valid, possiblyvalid eted by Jewish Groups and not fakes. In 1983, the news- 
but we must have it available and erroneous or false? To get the Anti-Nazi League [off- paper bought purported Hitler 
when I need it. This does not my opinion on those things is spring of British Intelligence]. diaries, which turned out to be 
mean, please, that any of you exactly that-my opinion. Some The protesters say Irving'sviews forgeries. 
Filipinoswho speakTagalogmay of you want my opinions so that make him d t a b l e  to trms- 'It's not a mistake the 
begin pounding her with your you can confirm your own or, late the diaries ofHitler's pro- paper could afford to make 
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twice," Neil said. End of quot- top aides for being involved in forever in one of official Wash- WAKE UP, WORLD 
ingo Iran-gate? What of Bush? He ington's numerous memory 

was the biggest part of all and holes. There is still time to bring I have written about the Heri- 
AND W H A ~  OF JESSE his name isn't even getting hon- redemption, to resolve the is- tage Foundation AND THE In- 

JACKSON? orable mention today. sues. That he will is doubtful. stitute of Public Affairs. 
What WILL you do about [H: I note that the biggest [Editor's note: Please referto 

He was just in Brussels Bush-andall those Presidents picture in the article is of the following JOURNALS, num- 
speaking to the World Jewish who have covered-up and al- HENRY KISSINGER! Iwonder bered in bold in parentheses 
Congress meeting. (Jesse Jack- lowed to die, all those sons and how they are going to blame and the listed pages therein for 
son? (33)) He says, "Zionism is husbands of you-the-people? all of this on the "Little Gray moreinfomtionontheHeritage 
a liberation movement," and Let me share with you, an ar- Aliens 'holding your admint- Foundation: (15) 155; (19) 99; 
called for Jews and Blacks to re- ticle brought to my attention tration hostage'"?] (21) 13; and (43) 49, 113.1 
create their "old coalition". Old within the Spotlight. Thank you ....... Yes, indeed, Ameri- Is it too much to ask that you 
coalition? Seems to me it was for sharing for it says it more can prisoners of war were left ones read the information I bring 
only a brief period of time ago believably than can I in reach- behind, alive in Southeast you before you continue to ask 
that the Jews were blasting ing through the physical walls Asia. STOP QUOTING. and ask and ask questions 
Jesse Jackson as an  Anti- of "prove it to me". [H: I can't continue this which have been answered so 
Semite for refemng to New York QUOTE: The Spotlight, July barrage of words-as right-on many times that other readers 
City asUHymietown" during his 27, 1992 (mailed 7/ 17/92): as they might be, because it is withdraw in boredom? If you 
1984 campaign and embracing POW EXCLUSIVES CON - obvious that if370-pltutxoops cannot "afford" the books I 
Palestine Liberation Organiza- FIRMED (front page), Presiden- were left on the tarmac when know not what to do other than 
tion Chairman Yasser Arafat. tial Duplicity Proven: the rest flew home to safetv- DEMAND that they be carried 
Isn't it amazing that you can The f l m l  chapter can there WERE men left in South- in your local libraries. I again 
simply lie a bit more and swing now be zwitten on the story of east Asia! remind you, we write for almost 
votesin yourfavor? Well, chelas, the fate of American prison- Of course there were men 7 BILLION people and I cannot 
if it depends on my telling you ers of war and missing in left there and are still there. attend individuals who inquire 
what you want to hear-forget d o n  Zeft behind at the end This writer, however, wantsyou on personal subjects. Askthose 
it-for, from me, you shall have of Americanparrtic@ation in to believe the men were 'for questions of God and LISTEN 
Truth whether or not it wears the Vietnam War nearly 20 sale", etc., No, it all now has to for the response. Often, how- 
well in the voting stands. years a@n 1973. [H:  No do with international drug trade ever, it will be, 'Go get and 

there won't be any "new" and higher causes. read the information I am 
NO NULL-TIME things herein-but you need I believe that there is a much sending unto you! What is 
YESTERDAY? it ALL. The article is by one more important notation in most important in your jour- 

Mike Blair whom I respect but small size that would explain a ney? Think caremy in an- 
Oh? Tell that to the ones find his information often lot more if you could get the swering ME." 

who were caught for over four lacks the "whole truthn-as truth on the man in point, Rich- Armitage was the most in- 
hours in total blackout and no in the assassination of John ard Armitage! I believe you volved of all your State De- 
way to get the information to Kennedy, he somehow would be able to get confirma- partment personnel in drug 
anyone-not even CNN. Then, "missed" the main murder- tion from one Col. James Gritz dealings in the Golden Tri- 
when the word DID get out-all ers. So be it.] regarding my statement.] angle--get Gritz's informa- 
media was forbidden to even Exclusive to the Spotlight; Quote: SECRET AGENDA? tion, tapes-whatwer you can 
reference it. THE MEDIA WAS by Mike Blair. Richard Armitage, the U.S. get hands on. [See advertise- 
WARNED THAT IT WAS PART The Senate Select Com- State Department manipulator ment on next page for more 
OFATOP-SECRETOPERATION mittee on POW and MIAAffairs, who engineered the downfall of information about Colonel 
AND INVOLVED NATIONAL SE- a temporary committee set up Ferdinand Marcos, is touring James "Bo" Gritz.] He also was 
CURITY AND THERE WAS AN and funded to determine the Australia, speaking on regional in Lebanon (about drugs and 
IMMEDIATE GAG ORDER ON fate of America's Vietnam War  security,sponsored bytheHeri- "deals" at the onset of the 
ALL DETAILS. ANYONE A BIT missing, will soon be able to tage Foundation AND Insti- Iraq "Gulf War"). Why would 
SCARED YET? write its final report to Congress tute of Public Affairs. How- that possibly be?? Watch this 

and the American people 'as to ever, his main thrust was one man and you'll get a LOT 
THE BIG ONE? the fate of some 2,300 missing against non-candidate Ross OF'ANSWERSI 

Americans still unaccounted for Perot, who he denounced to the 
Be patient, little rushers, from the war in Southeast Asia. Australian press as a 'fascist HOW DO YOU GET 

California reeled and rocked for It will not be a pretty re- unfit to control the CIA, FBI and INFORMATION? 
the past two days and is still port, and it will shock and dis- IRS." Armitage added that Aus- 
shaking this minute. Be pa- gust the American people, for it tralia should have grave fears You can read that which we 
tient andwhenyou least expect concludes a story of infamy, concerning Perot. Now they bring and it will 'get you 
it-smile, you're on Candid deceit and betrayal, so great as don't have to worry. End of through" but if you only are 
Earthquake. The Elite have a to never have been surpassed in quoting. (Also from Spotlight, driven to proof and more, more 
LOT riding on the eventsof these U.S. history. same day but from press re- and more than I have time to 
days and George Bush has prob- The report will detail how leases elsewhere.) outlay-you are pretty much on 
lems brewingon top of his prob- the administrations of five suc- Secret agenda? That must your own. My people can sup- 
lems. cessive American president* be THE most understated one- ply you with listings of books of 

Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, liner of the year! truth as far as insight into physi- 
INDICTMENTS Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan cal workings are concerned but 

and George Bush-ould have = t ~ ? - ~ z z ~ ~ m  the most important, of course, 
So, NOW, we are going to resolved the live POW-MIA is- are as this one in hand, = 

consider indicting Reagan and sue but instead tried to bury it PORT FROM IRON MOUNTAIN 
. .  * .  . , *  r i s  i r L . ,  1 . 1 1 1 ,  . - . , . - . ?  
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ON THE POSSIBILITY AND DE- if you have no understanding of QUOTE: information about murder and 
SIRABILITY OF PEACE. This that which went prior to NOW? BOARD OF SUPERVI- assassination-especially about 
bookwas printed in 1967 (sorry, I had left off in the story a SORS-May 19, 1992 the Kennedys. [Ht: W e  wrote in 
to you who demanded I use million years ago, it seems, with Public Commen t-Tran- detail about the death and BS 
'new" material): It was WTH- information regarding 'Chair- script given you regarding Robert 
DRAWN from the libraries and man George Bush in My name is Ray Renick. I Kennedy's death-I hope that 
public access (just as is planned Watergate". I believe I had only live at 1625 Nipomo Avenue, you will obtain the JOURNAL 
with the PLEIADES CONNEC- done one writing on the matter Los Osos. in point [JOURNAL #42, pages 
TION series and the TANGLED when I changed to include Ray I'm sure you've seen my 22 and 561 and get current for 
WEBS series-under way right Renick's more critical and cru- report which is a synopsis of there people now bringing 
now) before the third printing cial information-especially if half my lifetime of research into more and more truth are in 
could be completed. you are a West Coast area government drug traffickingand need of backup and it can 

Well, you ask, 'Couldn't YOU dweller trying to save assets murder and assassination. only come from ones who al- 
give us that information like and property. He outlays the There are hundreds of copies of ready KNOW! Stop asking, 
you do other things? You are San Luis Obispo Connection thisreport, notonlyinthisbuild- "What can 'I' do," and start 
already in crouble and seem to and it has all but cost him his ing, but in this county, and in doingit! GETINFORMEDAND, 
keep it flowing-why don't you life. Support this man, please. Washington at several congres- FRANKLY, THE JOURNALS 
give it to us?' I guess I shall A s  to property, it was noted sional investigations which are AND THE LIBERATOR ARE 
consider that as a request for I on the 'news' yester evening going on right now. THE BEST RESOURCE ON 
got much inquiry when I men- that Home Fed 'properties" Perhaps you've heard YOUR PLANET AT THIS TIME 
tioned it prior to now. It is were being auctioned %ith no some of the radio broadcasts I FOR I'I' WILL O N E  GUIDE- 
certainlyappropriateand timely minimum bid" and that pur- did on KVEC TALK RADIO, LI- AS TO WHERE TO GO 
information RIGHT NOW: chasers could get houses, etc. where I covered the same infor- AND GET MORE. This paper 

The first paragraph of the for as little as ONE DOLLAR. mation. I call this report The  S in point is  called PHOENIX 
"Introduction" reads: 'The re- Funny thing is that Home Fed L 0 Connection" because it con- LIBbJUTOR for a very, very 
port which follows summarizes had a trust  deed on this nects San Luis Obispo officials good reason: it is patterned 
the results of a huo-a?ui-ci-half- 'EKKER" property and yet, con- with the crimes of drug W i c k -  after and by the ones who 
year study of the brard prob- sideration of a non-minimum ing, murder and assassination presented the &ZBERATOR at 
lemsto beQntzQntzCipatedintheevent bid, even WITH NO AUCTION- and includes the assassination Boston-William Lloyd M- 
of a geneml tmnsformuiion of EERPRESENT, made thecourt of President John Kennedy ~nr,A.D.1805-1879.Y0t~ones 
Arneriarn society to a condition laugh and throw out the case in which I described on my J m u -  have some daring hfrrtoriams 
lacking its most criticul current point. Whew-I simply do not ary 28 broadcast with Dave in your p a s t 4 0  not let them 
characteristr*cs: itsaywxbiZityand see how you can keep up, it Congleton on KVEC and where down now that youcan chunge 
r e d n e s s  to make war when flows so quickly and so danMy. I identified, on January 14, one r world by yoar simple par- 
doing so i s h e e d  necessary or At any rate, I shall ask that of the San Luis Obispo officials ticipation,] 
desirable by its politicul lecrder- another short notice from as Judge William P. Clark. Also information about 
ship ..... " Renick be inserted here and I am in the process of the Gehlen Organization, the 

I realize you don't want to then we will do a bit of continu- initiating a lawsuit which will Zapata Cattle Company, Eagles 
hear about 'old" stuff, i.e., ation of the Watergate involve- mandate an investigationofthis Nest, and the murders of Scott 
George Bush and 'Watergate", ment of your beloved Com- information and these charges. Alexander and Steven Cam. 
but how can you relate'to NOW mander-in-Chief. This lawsuit will augment an I live at 1625 Nipomo Av- 

existing lawsuit filed in Ventura enue in Los Osos. I do not have 
County by Gary Wean which a telephone but I will appreciate 
calls for an investigation of new any information1 can get. Thank 
evidence in the murder of Sen- you. (ZIP: 93402) 
ator Robert Kennedyand names KCBX FM 90 9:55 AM 

CALLED TO SERVE COL. JAMES "BOW GRITZ 
By James "Bo" Gritz PAL0 ALTO, CA. 7/91 

Continuing Evidence To 
$24.95 ... Book $20.00 ... 2 Hour...Video Tape 

In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the co- 
Impeach Bush 

National Security to reveal how 
U. S. Forces have been used as tools 
by international elitists who are 
guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- 
ing American POWs from coming 
home, and more. 
To Order Call: America West 

a Nevada corporation 
18001729-413 1 

vert CIAoperations of Viet Narn. 
He names those key individuals 
involved in the Golden Triangle 
heroin trade. His is a message of 
courage and he delivers a "final 
call to serve" to all who will 
awaken to the evil behind the 
"New World Ordern. 

Editor's note: The following left off in prior writing and at the 
takes up where Commander topic of 'Moves for Im- 
HQtonnn left off m'ting about peachment*. Pl- remem- 
that charming fellow Bush in the ber that we d t e  dated JOUR- 
lWay 5, 1992 LIBERATOR.) - HAL8 and if you read with 

that realization, the (gnmmar 
7/26/92 # 1 HATOM as applied to litantore (am- 

alr)rrtULnotbomDla~in 
Now to Bush: your perception. intend 
We take up exactly where we to simply bring ~~I~ 
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from wherever we garner it 
and in the most simplistic 
format possible. W e  do not 
ever expect the uNobel Peace 
Prize" so let us deal simply 
with &what IS". So, now, we 
continue with QUOTING: 

[H: I am reminded to "re- 
mind you" that the book, IM- 
MACULATE DECEPTION will 
be  ready for distribution 
around mid-August and it is 
so worthy of your attention. 1 
continue, however, with that 
which we have and since it 
differs sdy h semantics, we 
shall utilize it. Yea, I do have 
the manuscript of the d ~ w e  
voIume-?mt I *rsh to a t h a  
it elsewhere. Thank yon.] 

(Moves for Irnpeachnient): 
Later, on Nixon's last Monday, 
Bush joined White House Coun- 
sel J. Fred Buzhardt and Dean 
Burch on a visit to Congress- 
man Rhodes, and showed him 
the transcript of the smoking 
gun tape. This means that 
there's just no chance in the 
world that I won't vote to im- 
peach him." Bush must have 
heaved a sigh of relief, since this 
is what he had wanted Rhodes 
to tell Nixon to get nim to quit. 
"Rhodes later let it be known 
that he was offended that Bush 
had been briefed before he was," 
but of course, Bush was a top 
official of the Nixon White House. 

But Nixon still refused to 
quit, raising the prospect of a 
trial before the Senate that could 
be damaging to many besides 
Nixon. The next day, Tuesday, 
August 6, 1974, saw the last 
meeting of the Nixon cabinet, 
with Chairman George in atten- 
dance. Nixon's opening state- 
ment was, "I would like to dis- 
cuss the most important issue 
confronting this nation, and 
confronting u s  internationally 
t-inflation." Nixon then ar- 
gued adamantly for some min- 
utes that he had examined the 
course of events over the recent 
past and that he had 'not found 
an impeachable offense, and 
therefore resignation is not an 
acceptable course." Vice Presi- 
dent Ford predicted that there 
would be certain impeachment 
by the House, but that the out- 
come in the Senate could not be 
predicted. Ford then said he 
was an interested party on the 
resignation issue and would 
make no further comment. 

Nixon then wanted to talk 
about the budget again, and 
about an upcoming summit 
conference on the economy. 
Attorney General Saxbe inter- 
rupted him. "Mr. President, I 
don't think we ought to have a 
summit conference. We ought 
to make sure you have the abil- 
ity to govern." Nixon quietly 
assured Saxbe that he had the 
ability to govern. Then Chair- 
man George piped up, in sup- 
port of Saxbe. The President's 
ability to govern was impaired, 
said George. Watergate had to 
be brought to an  end expedi- 
tiously, Bush argued. From his 
vantage point at Nixon's right 
elbow, Xissinger could see that 
Bush was advancing toward the 
conclusion that Nixon had to 
resign. 'It was cruel. And it 
was necessary," thought 
Wssinger. 'More than enough 
had been said," was the Secre- 
tary of State's impression. 
Kisssinger was seeking to avoid 
backing Nixon into a corner 
where he would become more 
stubborn and more resistant to 
the idea of resignation, making 
that dreaded Senate trial more 
likely. And this was the likely 
consequence of Bush% line of 
argument. 

"Mr. President, can't we 
just wait a week or two and see 
what happens?" asked Saxbe. 
Bush started to support Saxbe 
again, but now Nixon was get- 
ting more angry. Nixon glared 
at Bush and Saxbe, the open 
advocates of his resignation. 
"No," he snapped. This is too 
important to wait." 

KISSINGER PREVAILS 

Now the senior cabinet 
officer decided he had to take 
the floor to avoid a total 
confrontation but would leave 
Nixon besieged but still holding 
the Oval Office. Kissinger's gut- 
tural accents were heard in the 
cabinet room: We are not here 
to offer excuses for what we 
cannot do. We are here to do the 
nation's business. Thisis avery 
difficult time for our country. 
Our duty is to show confidence. 
It is essential that we show it is 
not safe for any country to take 
a run at us. For the sake of 
foreign policy we must act with 
assurance and total unity. If we 
can do that, we can vindicate 

the structure of peace." The 
main purpose of this pompous 
tirade had been to bring the 
meeting to a rapid end, and it 
worked. There was a moment 
of embarrassed silence around 
the table," recalls Nixon, and 
after a few more remarks on the 
economy, the meeting broke up. 

Kissinger stayed behind 
with Nixon to urge him to re- 
sign, which Nixon now said he 
felt compelled to do. p: Note 
that Mr. Kissinger usually 
"gets his way" for he is, after 
all, a udiplomat of diplomats", 
so it's said of him.] Bush 
sought out A1 Haig to ponder 
haw Nixon might be forced out. 
"What are 'we going to do?" 
asked P ~sh. Haig told Bush to 
calm down, explaining: 'We get 
him up to the mountaintop, then 
he comes down again, then we 
get him up again." Kissinger 
walked back to his office in the 
West Wing and met Gen. Brent 
Scowcroft [H: The uMormon" 
representative.], the NSC di- 
rector. Kissinger told Scowcroft 
that "there was precious little 
support" for the President. 
Kissinger, no mean hypocrite in 
his own right, thought that 
Saxbe had been Yweak-livered". 
Bush and Saxbe had both been 
petty and insensitive, Kissinger 
thought. He compared Bush 
and Saxbe and the rest to a 
seventeenth-century royal coyrt 
with the courtiers scurrying 
about, concerned with them- 
selves rather than with their 
country. [God forbid!] 

During this cabinet meet- 
ing, Bush was already carrying 
a letter to Nixon that would 
soon become the unkindest cut 
of all for Chairman George's 
wretched patron. This letter 
was delivered to Nixon on Au- 
gust 7. It read as follows: 

BUSH LEITER TO NIXON 

Dear Mr. President, 
It is my considered judg- 

ment that you should now re- 
sign. I expect in your lonely 
embattled position this would 
seem to you as an ad of disloy- 
atty-fivrnone you have stlpported 
and helped in so many ukrys. 
My own view is that Iwould now 
ill serve a President whose mas- 
sive accomplishments I will al- 
ways respect and whose family 
Iloue, ifldid not now give you my 

judgment. Until t h s  moment res- 
ignation has been no answer at 
all, but given the impact of the 
latest development, and it will be 
a lasting one, I now jinnly feel 
resignation is best for the coun- 
try, best for this President. I 
believe this view is held by most 
Republican leaders across the 
country. This letter is much more 
difficult because of the gmtitude 
Iwill always have for you. If you 
do leave ofice history will prop- 
erly record your achievements 
with a lasting respect." 

The next day, August 8, 
1974, Nixon delivered his resig- 
nation to Henry Kissinger. 
Kissinger could now look for- 
ward to exercising the powers of 
the presidency at least un ti1 tian- 
uary 1977, and perhaps well 
beyond. [H: H e  has always and 
continues to exercise those 
powers.] 

For a final evaluation of 
Bush in Watergate, we may re- 
fer to a sketch of his role during 
those times provided by Bush's 
friend, Maurice Stans, the f i -  
nance director of the CREEP 
(Committee to Re-elect the 
President). This is how Stans - 
sizes up Bush as a Watergate 
player: "George Bush, former 
member of Congress and former 
Ambassador to the United Na-  
tions. Bush, who proved he was 
one of the bravest men in Wash- 
ington in agreeing to head the 
Republican National Commit- 
tee during the 1973-74 phase of 
Watergate, kept the party orga- 
nization together and its morale 
high, despite massive difficul- 
ties of press criticism and grow- 
ing public disaffection with the 
administration. Totally with- 
out information as to what had 
gone on in Watergate behind 
the scenes, he was unable to 
respond knowledgeably to ques- 
tions ahd because of that un- 
justly became the personal tar- 
get of continuing sarcasm and 
cynicism from the media." 

But there are many indi- 
cations that Bush was in reality 
someone who, while taking part 
in the fray, actually helped to 
steer Watergate toward the stra- 
tegic outcome desired by the 
dominant financier faction, the 
one associated with Brown 
Brothers Hasriman and with 
London. A s  with so much in the 
life of this personage, much of 
Bush's real role in Watergate 
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remains to be unearthed. To by Frank Lemay, the State Banking Committee, chaired by who had some of the commer- 
borrow a phrase from James Department's legislative man- Rep. Henry Gonzalez (D-Texas), cial and financial backgrounds, 
McCord's defense of his boss, agement officer. which has been trying to get to including highly placed indi- 
Richard Helms, we must see to You can talk about what the bottom of the bank fraud viduals in the administration 
it that 'every tree in the forest one State Department employee since before the Persian Gulf today, very high, specifically the 
will falln. (said) ," Bush stammered in an- conflict. [EX: Indeed--even to national security adviser 

End of quoting. swering a question about the the suggestion of Bush im- (Scowcroft) and the present 
I am now asked to reprint case, 'and if we had known it, it peachment, if you recall. I deputy secretary of state 

one more thing and this comes wouldn't have happened." He would note that just to effort (Lawrence Eagleburger)." 
from the Spotlight also via a thus went on the record as say- at getting a Urpecialw pros- Iraq actually received 
couple of people who ask that ing he had received no such ecutor was a show and a half $480 million of the $1 billion in 
we further the information per warning. on the C-SPAN channel. I guaranteed loans requested by 
request of that publication. It is Lemay told the commit- hope you ones stay attuned to Baker. It has since defaulted on 
excellent so we are pleased to be tee that early on he had warned those tro  C-SPAN channek them and some $1.3 billion in 
of service. there was evidence the guaran- because they are the "enter- previously guaranteed loans 

teed loans to Iraq were being taiamentw center of yourTV.1 dating back to 1983. Most of 
BUSH LIES TO AlldtER1CA.N diverted to build up Iraq's mili- Documents obtained by the money, nearly $2 billion, 

PEOPLE tary arsenal instead of for the Gonzalez indicate both Baker has since been quietly paid with 
ABOUT IRAQGATE agricultural purposes for which and Bush's national security U.S. taxpayer funds. 

HANKY-PAIPKY they were supposedly intended. adviser, Brent Scowcroft [oops], 
He testified under oath that the a consultant for Bank Lavoro NUMEROUS VIOLATIONS 

President George Bush, circulation of his warnings was before joining the Bush adrnin- 
appearing July 1 for nearly 90 severely restricted but that they istration, urged the Agriculture Alleged criminal activities 
minutes on the CBS-TV pro- had been delivered to Secretary Department to grant the addi- in the case concern the 
gram This Morning, lied to the of State James Baker a full tional $1 billion in farm credits administration's involvement in 
American people when he de- month prior to the to Iraq through the Atlanta purposelydelayingthe prosecu- 
nied receiving a warning from a administration's authorization branch of the bank after the tion of officials of Bank Lavoro 
State Department legal officer of an additional $1 billion in misuse of funds had become until after the Persian Gulf con- 
that taxpayer-guaranteed a@- loan guarantees in the fall of known. flict, the alteration of some 68 
cultural loans to Iraq were be- 1989. Actually, documents re- Commerce Department docu- 
ing diverted to military use. The State Department is veal that Iraq's use of the Ameri- ments to cover up the diversion 

The president thus linked refusing to say whether Baker can assistance to build its mili- of funds for military purposes, 
himself directly to an illegal did in fact receive such a warn- tary force was discussed on the making of false and mis- 
cover-up of his administration's ing. Lemay's superior at the October 13, 1989 at a meeting leading statements to Congress, 
involvement in the burgeoning time, Under Secretary of State a t  the Agriculture Department. numerous conflicts of interest 
scandal involving the Banca Richard T. McCormack, who is Those attending the meeting and the failure of both the CCC 
Nazionale del Lavoro and its now in private business, de- includedlawyersandotheroffi- and the Export-Import Bank to 
use as a conduit to provide U.S.- clines to discuss his dealings cials of the department's Com- diligently pursue the c h u m -  
backed loan guarantees to Iraq with Baker concerningthe case. modity Credit Corp. (CCC) , stances of the loan guarantees. 
prior to last year's Persian Gulf However, McCormack which granted the taxpayer Thus far, all requests by 
conflict. clearly made aliar of Bush when guarantees for the loans. the Judiciary Committee for the 

From 1983 right up to he admitted that 'Mr. Lemay's The minutes of the meet- appointment of special prosecu- 
just weeks before the August, representations to the commit- ing state: 'Although additional tors have led to their appoint- 
1990 Iraqi invasion and annex- tee were entirely accurate." research needs to be done, it ments. 
ation of neighboring Kuwait, appears more and more likely End of quoting. 
some $5.5 million in U.S. gov- GUT POLITICS that CCC-guaranteed funds Please feel free to copy this 
ernment-guaranteed loanswere and/or commodities may have information, spindle, mutilate, 
funnelled to Iraq, most of it President Bush complained been diverted from Iraq to third use in bird-cages or whatever 
through the Atlantaoffice of the on the CBS program that sug- parties in exchange for military might spread the word, chelas. 
Italian state-owned bank, more gestions he or other top officials hardware." The fate of the planet actually 
commonly known as the Bank knew of the diversion were In fact, Gonalez has de- rests in your hands-not mine. 
Lavoro. [H: This k only the 'pure, gut American politics". termined American grain, paid I only bring the word. Salu. 
tinymost tip of the iceberg The House Judiciary Com- for by the guaranteed loans, Allow us  to close, D h m a ,  
and I a m  almost unm to mittee, chaired by Rep. Jack was shipped out of the port of we are late for our meeting. 
let this go because it doesn't Brooks (D-Texas), has asked Houston and ultimately found Thank you for your service and 
fully represent the magnitnde U. S. Attorney General William its way to the then-Soviet Union attention. 
in any manner. This is only Barr to appoint a special pros- andother so-called Eastern bloc I salute you who will take a 
one tiny c o n d u i t 4 t h  md- ecutor to investigate the Bank nations, where it was bartered stand AND CHOOSE FREE- 
tiples of millions hidden Lavoro dair and to prosecute for military hardware sent to DOM. 
through BCCI and simple any officials of the Bush admin- Iraq. Hatonn to clear, please. 
U~ther" avenues of flow.] istration involved in criminal According to Gonzalez, 

activity connected with the the CIA knew all about the grain- 
CLEARLY LIED banking scam. for-weapons operation. He said 

The Judiciary Committee the intelligence warning flag 
Bush clearly lied to the had been asked to investigate 'was either ignored or canceled 

American people in attempting the Bank Lavoro case, and to by the State Department level 
to answer earlier testimony be- request the appointment of a or the Department of Commerce 
fore the Judiciary Committee specialprosecutor, by the House level and by other individuals 

To see what is right, and 
not do something about it, 
means lack of courage, or 

of principle. 
- Confircius 
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the siege until, hopefully, Bush lieve this is less than an ac- Mi i 0 f T h e ~ i l a n ~ ~ m e r g e n ~ .  HOW - tion 01 - committee.1 While 
you ones are wallowing in irrita- - 

Just in this little local area tion and distraction atones who 

Hosts Of God 
and within the Western States have efforted to give you the 
and you in Kern County, Cali- 'what's what", they are 'mak- 
fornia can go immediately and ing hay" all about you and you 
check it all out. For HOURS don't even notice. Irritated? I 
yesterday and until past mid- care not about your irritation- 

7/28/92 # 1 HATONN on in Ure places and paZaces night-all of your long-distance I AM IRRITATED! I can tell by 
of deception so that you can (satellite systems) phone ser- your behaviors that you believe 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! awaken and smell the toast vice WAS OUT! Your entire 9 1 1 nothing-not me, not your poli- 
burning. I hawe no intent nor emergency was DEAD. Finally ticians and not even your 

First today, let me remind desimtohfem#yourg4unes after hours of pressure from the preachers-BUTYOU PRETEND 
you of MPllblSSION. I come in of chance withyoutdestitqp 'ham" radio operators the local TO BELIEVE THEM (US) ALL- 
LIGHT as a HOST OF W D  to ONLY INFORM YOU? channel announced that you IN CASE! Well, pretending does 
bring the WORD" and col- Many of you in my crew would need to call the local Fire not cut it. I can either stop 
&ct HIS children. I am NOT am sorely aggmuuted that Department in case of emer- telling you anything or march 
involued in Earth politics, you had no "Photon entry" gency because all (9 1 1) 'emer- right along giving you 'how it 
wars, rainstorms, earth- (didn'tyou? and, how do you gency service was out". This really is" or simply resort to 
quakes, btal  "photon" null- &now that you didn9t?-Isay was announced just like you giving you already printed ma- 
time -or abortion rights. that you certainly DID.). I would announce a day-school terial-after the fact and let you 
Does everybody see and hear? found ones complaining that event for Parent's Day. Except- continue 'missing" everything. 
lam nota fortune-tel&rnora %..I told ones all about what without as much interest or I won't do this, however, for 
psychic to do madings. to expect and now, I haue egg emotion. THERE IS A MEDIA there are some from all over the 

I am here to tell you what all over my face! I am really BLACK-OUT, CHELAS! globe who wire, phone, write 
isgoingoninthesecretplaces .... ed!" Do you NOTREAD? I and pray the information into 
and then, hopefully, m a 1  have to2d you every way I DEAD CARS this place for confirmation and 
what is awaiting in the *se- know how-the " m a t  Bar- update. You cannot believe what 
cmt places of THE LION". rfer is not yet euen expected!" In all these same areas (which is going on around your world- 
Except as it affects my crew, What ds happening is hap rotated in locations as the test- AND WE CANT GET IT ALL TO 
I have no input nor pa-- peningat the hands d tech- ing continued) there were peri- YOU. However, right now, we 
Zar intemst in mrth upheaw n o w  of ddAlV to gain total ods of time that if your auto will stop the important mes- 
ah and/or political games. contml of you. d note that 'stalled" or you tried to start it sages and repeat equally im- 
HARD? J2 is all in YOUR per- very, wry  few so much as to go somewhereit was DEAD portant summaries and/or give 
ception. I write for some 6-1/ changed their plans to go and yet, by the time your got you reprinted information-and 
2 to 7 BILLION individuals right on over to  the San your local AAA-it started just yes, some of it comes from as far 
and am sent to bring the Andreasfault-ZinetoUshogm. fine! back as  1977 or further. 
WORD OF W D  AS TO YOUR I am going to t e d  each a d  DO YOU NOT SEE THAT 
SOUL JOURNEY AND REAL m r y  one of the 6-1/2 BIC THEY CANBESTSERVETHEIR -AND THE PHOTON BELT 
ITY. Togive unto you THIS I LION beings to the best of PURPOSES RIGHT UNDER 
must bandy about in your their Zezrel of learning-Iam YOUR NOSES? This was never "HATONN'S 
skirmishes and stupid, but NOT going to FORCE YOU TO PHOTON BELT NULL-TIME". 
deadly, games. I DO NOT LISTENORUDO"ANPTHING- SPACE LAUNCHES "Hatonn'sn-ifyou will, Photon 
LIKE IT but it IS MY MISSION. I AM NOT WING TO *SAVEm Belt comes LATER! LATER! 

To the best of my ability I YOU! There was a reported launch LATER! What you are experi- 
will tell you W m T  IS going of a 'Soviet" space craft, '....to encing NOW in everything from 

return cosmonauts to the Mir weather to electronic interrup- 
space station". Oh, what of the tions comes from MAN. ~ e d a  

M 0 ti 0 n I n T h e B a c kf iel d other seven launches? ~obody  could do these things at the 
toldyou? What evercould they turn of your last century---do 
be doing-after all, they a& you not think that even 'idiotsn 

7/28/92 # 1 HATONN shipped out again so they are using your grain, your money could perfect something in a 
NOT around when the REAL and your property-right in the century? 

BUT, NOTHING IS ACTION starts at HOME. good old U.S.A.-for their ven- I don't even know where to 
HAPPENING?!? Right from the Horse's tures and work and life-base start in event confirmations but 

mouth-Mr. Bush's advisorsare while you shrivel with no indus- I suppose the Photon Belt is the 
Where are you?(???) What backing off on plans of'rebuild- try for your unemployed to re- most widely spread 'newsw item 

does it take for you? Let us  look ing" anything in any disaster turn to, cropsdestroyed because to displease you readers, so 
at some very interesting things: area! This to the confrontation of weather patterns unheard of herein shall I give you an article 

What is Bush doing in Iraq? of his own top man, Kemp. Does or seen in any lifetime recorded. which is well done and typical of 
Capitulation comes from Iraq this seem quite "Kosher"? And yet, what says your news myriads of such coming from all 
and yet you head directly into media? Things show signs of over in groups and organi- 
war? Are you insane? Not only BUT THE REALLY SERIOUS recovery." 'Clinton supports zations. You must understand 
do you 'allow" it-you urge it! Bush.. .. .war.. .!" [I guess so, he that in most instances the phe- 
Well, I can PROMISE you one FEMA is in total control of is the prime offering of the nomenon is not referred to as a 
thing-a large portion of your your nation-under Emergency Bilderbergs and Committee of Photon Belt-but rather, 'time 
U.S. (regular) military will be Regulations and will continue 300. Suredy you do not be- changes", ozone depletion, 

C - 
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"new" ultra-violet rays, laser- 
type x-rays, sun intensity in- 
crease, trarisformer overloads, 
shocks of unkn~wn origin, and 
simply-"we don't know". 
THEY KNOW, CHELAS-THEY 
KNOW! 

P 

I was chided because Esaid, 
"I assumed you all knew about 
this expected perjodaof time be- 
cause it was written about so 
widely-especially in all hew 
age'material and through 'chan- 
nels' and psychics." This was 
denied and I apologize, for I 
thought you advanced enough 

to read between those lines fed 
for your misinformation. This 
is a time of clamping down and 
running you into a FEW prison 
ofcontrol-oand you have to have 
"excuse" for doing such a 
thing-real or imagined. You 
see, it matters not-for "imag- 
ined" is even more effective for 
either you are still asleep or you 
don't recognize the ploy even if 
you q e  +awake. 

An angry God? Nu-an an- 
gry Commander. KNOW THE 
DIFFERENCE! 

Another View On The 

in each 24,000year orbit around 
the constellation. (H: Strange? 
Why? You originally thought 
the Earth was the center of 
your solar system and burned 
people at stakes for suggest- 
ing otherwise. You also 
thought the world to be 
FLAT-and some still PRE- 
TEND to believe it. They are, 
after all, as correct as are 
you-for if you have no space, 
no time and only Uillusionn in 
manifested format--what do 
you have? I would like to get 
past this tri.v'la and be allowed 
to show and tell you. So be it, 
for it seems far more "inter- 
esting* to you to dwell on the 
Uforhure-telling" aspects of a 
"chance" existence. Believe 

the Null Zone. The other one is 
that it will pass through the 
SpaceITime Overlap Zone. The 
Null Zone is an electromagnetic 
zone where there is an energy 
vacuum and there is an ab- 
sence of electromagnetic fields. 
Everything is cancelling ev- 
erything-a micro-interval of 
non-time, of universal rest. It is 
a point on a circle of creation 
where that which has been cre- 
ated reaches its potential and 
starts the return portion of the 
cycle back to its source. 

When the Earth enters 
this zone, it will cause an in- 
stantaneous powerful jolt to 
some people-like a strong elec- 
trical shock, while to others it 
could be less severe. The re- 

Photon Belt Event that which you wiU-I a m  here sults of this sudden change in 
to contact MY people! When vibratory frequency is deter- 
this is "done* then we are mined by each individual's en- 

s "out of here" and you can go ergy (or" 'spiritual") floating- 
7/28/92 #1 HATONN - duces distance, spaceand time, right on with whatever terror point within the physical body. 

,. which are marked and con- games you choose. THIS is Some will go through death be- 
LIFE RESEARCH trolled by the inherent intelli- WHY we are no real threat to cause their bodies will not be 

FOUNDATION, INC. gence of the manifested physi- oar ADVERSARY. Hewilleven able to stand the shock. To 
cal plane. [H: Yes I know that "HELPn US if we give him a others it-will be extremely un- 

[H: Absolutely nothing to you didn't ask for a song and chance because he is con- comfortable, and to some it will 
do with this place or per- dance routine-but OTHERS, fident that you will NOT seemquite mild, but it will hap- 
sons.] CHEWIS, DO NOT GTVg: YOU AWAKEN AND DO-HIM-IN. IT pen very quickly (in the twin- 

QUOTE: WHERE, WE WHAT IS REALLY HAPPEN- APPEARS TO BE PRETTY AC- kling of an eye). 
ARE ON THE COSMIC m ~ ~ o i o u . ~ h ~ t h r a r t m e ~ ~  CURATE ASSUMPTION AT No matter what the re- 
CLOCK-AN EARTH ALERT: to always be in separation of THE MOMENT.] sults may be to each individual, 

The information for this the prophetic cycles ofchange The effect of the higher he can know that it is what he 
briefreportistakenfrommate- OR the so-called scientific vibratory frequency of this has chosen to experience and 
rial now being compiled for the deairtr of a planet of Elite 'Light" energy has a profound that it will greatly advance his 
forthcoming book, WHERE ARE: would-be Kings. I haw no influence on the Earth and its particular journey through the 
WE ON THE COSMIC CLOCK. comment whatsoever an this inhabitants. The passage of the Eternal Order of Progressive 
The publishing date for the text utime" discuccaion-I a m  giv- Earth through the Belt, each Evolution. 
will be as soon as a convenient ing you reasons for ever men- time, takes up 2,000 years of Our Solar System has al- 
stopping point is reached. This tioning the circumstance in our orbit. Many of the phenom- ready entered the SpaceITime 
special Earth Alert is in answer to the fist place.] end  stories that have been re- Overlap Zone and our planet 
the numerous questions and ur- Cosmic time is continu- corded in histories, mytholo- has been affected by this cos- 
gent requests that have been re- ous with no separations, gaps gies and religious writings have mic bombardment for several 
ceived in recent months regard- or alterations. It is propelled by their origins and basis in this years. Some of the results of the 
ing current events w: Doecr this the analogical consciousness of segment of our orbit. compacting of the lower and 
not possibly sound likea repeat creation and functions within According to the "Keep- higher energies are drastic 
of my statement at the very ' cycles, spirals and circles. $@& of the Wisdom", the "proph- changes in the weather patterns, 
opePingofthelwbjectin~tP] Where we are on the cosmic ets of old", the akashic records the melting of the polar ice caps, 
and howtheyrelate totheancient mclock is very important to each .and modem day scientists, the the "holes" in the ozone layer, 
propheciesandthepresent ' the  one of us  because since 1962 F t  Earth is now entering the deterioration of moral val- 
tableg. w r  planet has k e h  under ,tfie mto the Photon Belt. This event ues, the promiscuous social 

Indealing wi th'time", it is Snfluente of an elec&oma.gnetic has occurred on a regular basis behavior, the breakdown ofjus- 
imperative that we understand band of "Light", knat~n u the ever since the Earth's creation. tice in the judicial system, the 
thebasicdifference between Earth Photon Belt. w: Yecl indeed! All of the 'signs" that have been greed and corruption in govern- 
time and Cosmic time. This is You certainly ARE and predicted to alert the people for ments and the explosion of vio- 
explained in detail in the book; continue to increase in mag- this particular entry have taken lence and looting in the streets. 
however, for this report, all we nittlde with all sorts of inter- place, or are already in place. The excited atmosphere speeds 
need to consider is that time is a esttng happenings by which up and greatly accentuates the 
productofconsciousness. Earth to gage the-journey status.] NULL ZONE EXPLAINED tendencies of an individual's 
time exists between two opposite The Photon ~ e l t  is a force field of action and reaction processes. 
points, a beginning and an end- higher energy that circles our Two very important It brings out-his true nature. 
ing. Between these "2wo points, "mothef~constellatbn, the Ple- events will happen as the planet The Space/Time Overlap 
binary consciousness, through iades. Our SolafSystem passes enters the Photon Belt. One is Zone is when electromagnetic- 
the process of thinking, pro- * through thisbeltofULight" twice that it will immediately go into m a g n e t o  - h y d r o d y n a m i c  

P 
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-Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- 
EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELY THE of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmu and minerals are to be left in their ~ igh t  Wave Principle * Desire based 
FOUWING JOURNALS MAY nauts * The "Golden" Age * The natural state and the consequences of upon Knowledge * why Action/Reac- 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM: purpose of planetary cycles * Rules violating Nature's laws and processes. tion are equal, opposite and simulta- 

governing Pleiadian Contacts * The We are warned about the danger and neous * What is Motion? * What is 
Tehachapi qistributing, Inc. AncientsJNative people and their con- seriousness of atomic energy and the Time? * the principles of Manifestation 
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 nection to Pleiades. resulting nuclear contamination to the * the Voidance principle * Senses vs 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 survival of all life on this planet. Knowing * Soul-will vs. Ego-will * 
(805) 822-9545 (#31) GOD SAID: Radiation and Generation * more on 

LET THERE BE LIGHT (#34) PHONE HOME, ET Cause and Effect * Perfection of God's * * * * * * *  Pleiades Connection Pleaides Connection Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 
Vol. 11 Vol. v 

(#a) AIDS: THE LAST by ha to^ & Germah by Hatom & &main (#37) SCIENCE OF THE @Of& 
GREAT PLAGUE $10.00.. .223pp $15 .00... 190pp MOS 

by Samda, Hatonn, Ashtar, ISBN: 0-922356-42-4.. .6/91 Includes Two Audio Tapes Pleiades Connection 
Tesla & Russell or Audiobook (8 t a p )  ISBN: 0-92235648-3. ..a191 Vol. MII 
$10 .00... 150 pp $30.00 or Audiobook (7 tapes) by H a t d A t o n  & Germain 

ISBN (b922356-04-1 $30.00 $10.00.. .197pp 
The nature of God and Creation is ISBN: 0-922356-52-1.. ,9191 

The deceptive origins of this man- LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a Germain stresses the importance of or Audiobook (5 tapes) 
produced disease are revealed, includ- comprehensive understanding of our communion (meditation) with God and $25.00 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- very nature, where we came from and gives excellent 'how to" instructions to 
ruses. The sobering introduction of ultimately return to, and how to create accomplish successful communication Germain presents more of the working 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- balance. Among the vast army of with God. There are two instructive details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
tion by the World Health Organization concepts which are presented: Expan- audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- what God is and how the c ycies of 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro- sion and Compression equals lifeldeath ing your space and relinquishing your perceived death and life actually b c -  
gram is exposed, as well as involve- cycles * The true meaning of sensation, ego-consciousness to receive inspira- tion. Also: HOW to Know God * 
ment by the Public Health Service consciousness, CosmicConsciousness, tion, knowledge and guidance from ~anifestation of b e  in Chmcter * 
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- 'thinking", Imagination and Inspira- God. God's Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
sexual men in New York, h s  Angeles, tion * Illusion and Reality * How to tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique KNOW God * The Voidance Principle (#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
mutating ability of this virus and why * TwuWay Universe * Polarity * The WITHIN * the Seven New Laws of Thm-ociy- 
there is no such thing as "safe sex". principle, law and symbol of Love * Pleiades Connection narnics * the Spiral Principle * Nature's 
Viruses are crystalline structures, and Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, md Vol. VJ sex principle * the Nature of Lght  * 
therefore, may be destroyed through Spirals in Nature. by HatonnlAton & Gemah Transmutation of matter * IPurpse QZ 

~ 9 e  use of electromagnetic sound and $10 .00... 239pp the Cube in Nature * ~ O I E  on Expan- 
light frequencies. The cuttingedge (#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE ISBN: 0-92235650-5. ..at91 sion and Compression. 
research of Strecker, Rife, Brioret ONE or Audiobook (6 tapes) 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are Bleiades Connection $25.00 
all explored in this profound and trou- Vol. In QRDENNG INFORMATION 
bling work. Become informed by the by Hatonn & Germain God will work with you, not for you. No Credit Cards, 
story behind the story you are being $10.00.. .238pp Within these pages, find the wisdom of Billing, or COD Orders 
told. ISBN: 0-922356-46-7. ..6/91 this truth. Gerrnain, in his usual distinct 

or Audiobook (9 tapes) style, clearly explains and defines: Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
$30.00 Higher Knowledge * chuse and Effect NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship- 

PLEMDESCONNECTIONSERIE3 * the MY S W  of Gravity * the Spiritual ping, $0.75 each additional title; or 
Master Germain details the nature of basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmlc $2.50 ~ o o h k  1st title, $1.00 each 

The following series of Journals (or GodJCreator and how He Creates. The Balanced Interchange m nature * the additional. 
audiobook sets) are called "The Ple- various explanations include: the True Birth of Character and Righteousness * 
iades Connectionn ~c!ries because a Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 10% p r i ~ d i ~ u f l t  on 4 or more JOUR- 
goodly number of Earth humans are netism * heat and cold * The undivided Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- NALS when not ordering complete sets 
from the lineage of ones from Pleia- light, the divided light * cubedspheres sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God (same shipping rates as above). 
des. * centering * the power of Desire * bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of 

simulated idea and energy * duality of Fear * the Nature of Free Will. Pleiades Connection Series* (8): 
(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION electric effect * the nature of matter * shipped UPS = $78.25 

Vol. I the Oneidea (love) of Creation. Gerrnain (#36) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE shipped Bookrate = $8 1-75 
by G y m -  Ceres Hatonn also explains the misconceptions of OF MAN 

$10.00... 165pp science about energy and matter * The PIeiades Connection -tion Series* (8)  + 
ISBN: 0-922356-31-9.. .I2190 Mothermather light is deflned. Vol. VII 

or Audiobook (7 tapes) AIDS: 
by G e m a h  & HatonnIAton shipped ups = $87.75 

$30.00 (#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC $10 .00... 1%pp shipped Bookrate = $91.25 
SUICIDE ISBN: 0-92235651-3. ..8/91 

What are the origins of human? What Pleiades Connection or Audiobook (6 tapes) *(prices on sets include 15% dis- 
is man's purpose on earth? In this Vol. IV $25.00 count) 
compelling and profound JOURNAL by Germain & ha to^ 
the direct link with the star system $10 .00... 148pp The very nature of God and the struc- PLEIADE AUDIO-BOKS 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast ISBN: 692235W7-5. ..7/91 ture of the Universe are examined. The Pleiades m e t i o n  set of g = $194.50 
range of topics, a number of important or Audiobook (5 tapes) vast range of topics in this JOURNAL includes shipping (and 15 96 discount); 
issues are explored, including: The !625.00 include: Reincarnation, cycling and individual  audio^^ = $3 -75 1st title 
basic differences between the ~ligious Immortality * Interworki?gs b e t w e  for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual Germain presents the details of what the Divided and the Undivided Uni- tiopal tiae;,qr$2,50 mhte 1st title, 
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changes begin to take place 
prior, just before entering the 
Null Zone, and this moves the 
Life Zone of gravitational com- 
pression into' a larger gravita- 
tion spectrum. This is why the 
imaging process in our magne- 
tosphere has been moving at a 
more rapid pace. A s  the Earth 
moves into this radiation belt, 
all molecules will become ex- 
cited, all atoms will change, and 
the compacting of the energies 
will raise the vibratory frequency 
in the atmosphere. 

BE PREPARED FOR EITHER 
CONTINUOUS.DARKNESS 

OR LIGHJ 

all things. God is Light. Photon 
Power is developed by positrons, 
anti-protons and anti-neutrons 
compacting and canceling each 
other and thereby forming pho- 
tons. p: We call these par- 
ticles Uelectroms" and 
"particums" and Seraph Bey 
has spoken and written great 
dialogs and lessons on this 
subject. What you are wit- 
nessing right now is a failure 
of your "Earth" technology to 
completely nullify all through 
the new "grid" system AND a 
management system utikhg 
photon energy to keep no- 
ticeable Ublack-outs" to a 
minimum until the systems 
are all checked out and tested. 

handed a more urgent piece of McMinnville, Oregon 97 128, 
information. If you wish more (503)472-4748. I simply give 
direct information from this you information from the docu- 
place in mention, please con- ment shared with us  and have 
tact Gene Davis, Life Research no further comment other than 
Foundation, P.O. Box 653, to gratefully thank Mr. Davis. 

How To Capture 
A Sleeping Nation 
7/28/92 #1 HATOFIN PREPARING THE SHEEPLE 

ATTENTION! URGENT Beginning in August of 
EMERGENCY ALERT this year, 1992, a conspiracy 

If the sun enters the Pho- The facts are that the Soviets long at work behind the scenes 
ton Belt first, there will be about have darnaged many of your I am going to reprint this of our government, will make its 
120 hours of total darkness. satellites which can produce EXACTLY as presented--at first overt move. These con- 
This will run into the fifth day. the proper sequence of nulli- this p int  I have not perused spirators plan to create a dicta- 
The reason for the darkness is fication and those are, right the document but I can tell torship in the United States, 
because the sun will be in an- now, being repaired so that you in advance-it needs suspend our Constitution and 
other dimension ofvibratory fre- "test sitesn of selection for measuring by your newly ac- attempt to confiscate all guns 
quency. If the Earth enters the impact, can be selected.] quiredUguidelinecheck-list". and firearms in American 
zone first, we will be immedi- In our  seminars, of You KNOW to expect bits of homes. Stage 1 being to create 
ately thrust into the brilliant course, the big question has truth among the heaps of "race riots" inmajor U.S. cities 
Light of the Photon Belt. Dur- always been, when will these disMormation/mkinforma- such as New York, Chicago, 
ing the first few days of adjust- events happen and how do we tion. Much h totally planned Detroit, etc.; these to begin in 
ing, there will be extreme panic prepare for them? In the image and true-I tbiah: you can go August. This will be preceded 
and severe damage to those who world, everything occur saccord- through it withUwisdom" and by a month of subliminal pro- 
are unprepared and unpro- ing to sequence of events; there- conclude for s&. Measure gramming via TV and other 
tected. This is why we must fore, it is difficult to give a spe- against that which God pro- media to condition the people 
understand each of these even- cific date to some happening vides in insight. At any mea- for civil war in the United States. 
tualities and be prepared for because all factors can impact s u r d t  is as serious as vou The accent will be on rap records 
either of them. that date and cause it not to be can pet and the point h to such as Body Count released by 

Regardless of which con- accurate. Then, there are events terrorize YOU if nothing more. Time-Warner (a Rockefeller cor- 
dition comes first, as the Earth that take place because of the I beliwe you will feel quite poration) bymusicians'IceTea" 
enters the Null Zone, there will continuous flow of cause and terrorized at the reading. and 'Sister Solj" whose lyrics 
be an energy vacuum that will effect in analogical conscious- What actually comes to be is in such songs as Cop Killers are 
cause extreme panic and seri- ness, and are, therefore, be- UP  TO YOU! designed to inflame and polar- 
ous problems unless we know yond the effect of impacting fac- QUOTE: ize its listeners. These rap songs 
what is happening and are pre- tors. ATTENTION: CML WAR contain such lines as 'kill white 
pared for it. There will be no There are  numerous IS ABOUT TO BEGIN IN THE policemenn, 'kill the pigs", 'kill 
electricityand all batteries, ra- events,signsandscientificdata UNITED STATES AND YOUR whitey", and 'Why not kill 
dios, phones and all communi- that place the Earth right on the LOVED ONES ARE IN ACUTE whitey, if he can kill us?* etc. 
cations will be out of use. Cars lip of the Photon Belt and the DANGER! RACE RIOTS AND 
won't run, elevators won't oper- actual time of entering the SLAUGHTER OF AMERICANS FALSE AGENTS, STAGED 
ate and all transportation will Null Zone could come as soon WILL BE THE FIRST SIGN! RIOTS. NATIONAL GUARD 
shut down. No utilities will be as the last week of July, 1992, THIS IS NO JOKE! On 
available, lights, heat or power or not later than the last week July 4, 1992, at a UFO conven- In August Stage 2, code- 
toilet facilities. All electric power of January, 1993. Some tion in Arcadia, California, Mr. named "Operation Hot August 
generation systems on the sources, place it right on July Michael Younger, a member of Nights" will take effect. Special 
planet utilize the planetary 25,1992. Of course, "no man the super-secret COM- 12 group agents of the conspiracy, mas- 
magnetic grid to function, and knoweth the hourw. At any and a scientist who worked at querading as police, will open 
in the Null Zone the Earth's grid rate, we need to be prepared Groom Lake, Area 5 1 in Ne- fire on minorities, namely Black 
will be neutralized. Therefore, before this time period starts. vada, stunned the audience of Americans and Hispanics and 
there will be no source for elec- The calendar of the 'Ancient over 200 people with the follow- Orientals. Other agents will set 
tric oriented power systems. Keepers of the Wisdomn ended ing incredible information, off incendiary bombs as they 

There is another energy August 17, 1987 ........ which, if true, endangers the did recently in the Los Angeles 
system that will operate very END OF QUOTING lives and freedoms of every riots, which essentially was a 
efficientlyright through the Null I do not end this herein be- American. Here is the amazing 'test case" that surpassed the 
Zone. It is Photon Power wherein cause the remainder of the six scenario of the planned events: expectations of the conspira- 
the source of.propulsion is de- pages of d~cument is not inter- tors. These special agents, 
rived from Light, the source of esting-it is because I have been Security a without G m *  masquerading as police, mas- 
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sacre these Blacks and minori- pened. Curious neighbors will conspiratorsand Vice President identification. We KNOW the 
ties and fire at the real police- be told it was a justified 'drug Dan Quayle will become Presi- partaboutthemillionsofReticu- 
men. This bringsin more police raid". Those who escape to the dent of the United States, (this lum 'Greys" are a flat-out LIE. 
and the riots escalate. 'Skin hillsand mountainsare hunted an option if Bush moves too There are whole bunches of 
heads" and othergangs, already down by 'search and destroy' slowly). The Constitution of the man-made replicas but this 
fully armed, join in the fray. The troops, specially trained for United States is suspended and portion of the document is to- 
real police, vastly outnumbered, mountain warfare. During the people are now living under tally incorrect whether the au- 
cannot handle the rioting. The September all borders will be martial law in a totally fascist thor is presenting in knowledge 
National Guard is called in and closed down, as well as air- state. or hearsay. 
fired upon by these special ports. No one is allowed to leave Who are the conspira- The last of the document is 
agents masquerading as gang the United States. tors? According to Mike also incorrect in its outlay- 
members, who also enlist other Younger, at the end of World politically. The "Nazis" have 
gang members to fight the po- PHONEY ET INVASION/ War 11, Nelson Rockefeller not, as such, taken over any- 
lice and national guardsmen. WORLD UNDER U.N. brought 3000 high Nazi party thing-YET. There are many as 
These riots continue through officials from Germany illegally stated, but the thrust is not a s  
August, with many minority Stage 4: In October an into the U.S., without perrnis- stated. 'Dissidents"ofallraces, 
Americans slaughtered in ma- "official" announcement will be sion. A s  of today it is believed creeds and colors are the target. 
jor cities. carried live on TV, that extrater- there are now 1.6 million Nazis The Nazi's in point-AND THE 

restrial aliens, probably Zeta in the U.S., many high in gov- 'JEWS" INTHE ELITE CIRCLES 
U.N. TROOPS, EOs, Reticuli 'Greys', have invaded ernment and major corpora- as well, ARE members of a coa- 

HEAVY CONFISCATION the Earth, with some actual tions, such as Atlantic Richfield lition of Elite Global Con'- 
IGUNS, PLUS) aliens introduced on the show. in New Jersey. Incredibly, these spirators and ALL outside of 

(This is actually a fake inva- Nazi fascists are atternpiing to that small circle are destined to 
Stage 3: In September, sion.) The aliens have been on set up a '4th ReichA to con- periqh or be enslaved for what- 

President Bush calls in United Earth formany years, made trea- tinue the thousand-year plan of ever purposes the Elite might 
Nations troops to quash the ri- ties and agreements with our Adolph Hitler, with eventual have. 
ots and restore law and order. governments; there are millions intent to eliminate 'non Aryan" You will be told the aliens are 
American troops had indicated of them in secret underground people such as Jews, Blacks your enemy-but the world WILL 
they did not wish to fight against complexes such as Dulce, New and other 'dissidents'. In Janu- NOT BE TURNED OVER TO ANY 
American civilians. Bush ex- Mexico, which are responsible ary, 2000, when the real alien "SPACE-ALIENS" AND THIS IS 
ecutes Executive Orders, al- for the abduction of American invasion occurs, the planet will TOTAL BUNK AND DISINFOR- 
ready in effect, which now give children and citizens and the be officially turned over to the MATION. 
the UN forces complete rights cattle mutilations documented alien invaders, the Nazi rulers Youhadbestattendthisvery, 
and freedom to enter American in books on and on TV, such as expecting toget 25% of the Earth very carefully however, for there 
homes, to confiscate all devices the recent special 'Intruders'. for themselves. is enough TRUTH within the 
that are capable of communi- This announcement will cause The writers of this docu- lines to tell you the facts of it. 
cating information, which in- the entire world to mobilize un- ment didnotoriginate theabove 
cludes video cameras, VCRs, der UN supervision to fight the material, but are simply pass- THE SILENT PLACE 
c o m p u t e r s ,  m i m e o g r a p h s ,  'invaders'. ing this information along to 
anything that can print, copy you to do with what you feel is GO WITHIN INTO THINE SI- 
machines, etc. [H: Take this U.N. TROOPS IN U.S. necessary. We have no way of LENT P&ACE AND ASK INSIGHT 
very,veay seriously-fm there knowing that these things will IN THE LIGHT OF GOD AND SO 
may be no LIBERATOR past During November, the happen (we hope and pray they IT SHALL BE GIVEN. ADONAI. 
that date for we are on the chaos continues and more UN do not), but if any of the above D.35-arma, we have work else- 
top of the list for conftsca- troops pour into the United should occur, you can rest as- where so may we close this por- 
ffon of equ@ment. No, we States,mostlymercenarieswho sured the balance of this evil tion. We will continue on cur- 
will NOT O1~ht'"therrr, ft will have fought in African nations scenario will follow. Their two rent confirmations when we 
Uren become a mtfer of you- and other 'hot-spots' previously. main immediate goals are to again sit to pen for you MUST 
the-people getting word (The butchery by these troops is disarm American citizens and know the FAVS about the 
a d  as lbest you can I tell well documented.) suspend our Constitution. earthquakes in C-difornia for 
you right now, you of my crew, END OF QUOTING they set the scene for the New 
GIVE THEM WHAT THEY STOCK MARKET CRASH At this point I know not from World Order in your dooryard, 
WANT, OUR MISSION IS NOT whence this document came-- I will do that which I can, 
TO GET KILLED. THIS is our Stage 5: In December, a it matters not. The point is that dear friends, to tell you how it 
work and we will do it as long well-planned 'crash" of the you are IN THE STEW and you I S 1  will' not subject my people 
as w e  are allowed to do so- stockmarket will occur, a dra- must come to confrontation of to the abuse coming in upon 
pas t  that, we must use WIS- matic drop to a t  least 1500 on the fact. them because YOU do not wish 
DOM IN ACTION.] These troops the DJ Industrial Average. This The last request on the pa- to believe. I care not if you read 
are furnished certain lists of event planned to further per is that you make copies and not one word of -our work-but 
names, particularly tfiose weaken, panic and confuse the mail to media, politicians, I weary of the assaults out of 
known as 'Patriots" and these population. churches, organizations. Post sheer position of total IGNO- 
patriots and their families are on bulletin boards, pass out to RANCE! AND WORSE, REFUSAL 
rounded up first, and if not ex- MARTIAL LAW/ citizens in the streets! TIME IS TO EVEN CONSIDER* 'POSSI- 
ecuted on the spot, are sent to CONSTITUTION SUSPENDED RUNNING OUT! ACT NOW! BILITIES'. How do ~OIIREALLY 
any of the 13 concentration I would prefer you uae "rea- like the Emperor's new clothes? 
camps now fully activated in Stage 6: In F e b r u q  or son" because you KNOW ONE What DO you see through those 
the United States. There is no- March, 1993, President Bush THING-doing so will likely get glassy eyes? So be it. 
body left to tell what really hap- will be assassinated by the YOU TARGETED if you utilize .To stand-by, Hatonn to clear. 

. . . . I . t  . "  . 
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etc., are doing. I DO CARE inquiry-when the student is Today's News And Views GREATLY WHAT SOLTEC, READY,theteacherwilltellyou. 
Y 

KORTON, ETC., ARE DOING. Thank you. We will keep the 
7/29/92 #1 - HATONN It is a time, however, of SOLTEC IS PRESENTING IN- confidence so that your safety is 

intense work-load and, again, I FORMATION AND LESSONS secured. This "quiet working" 
WAR IS ON-WAR IS OFF- must ask you readers to be pa- THROUGH ONE, KALI, (mean- is the way it MUST be for ours is 

WAR IS ... tient-specially ifyou have sent ing: "out of" Chaos) in Arizona. not to have great congregations 
personal inquiries and more es- These are "private" and-as but, rather, to serve the multi- 

.... And you think pecially if you have sent them in with Dharma-without gather- tudes via the "pen", uninhib- 
"Hatonn" can't make up HIS the form of audio or video tapes. ings of "groupies" and awe- ited by ego transgressions. We 
mind! Watch closely, the ac- I do not entertain the "personal" struck listeners. This is the way have had several speakers and 
tions of the administration as during this time of horrendous OURWOI-k MUST be. Bless those receivers for Korton but each 
politics toss you backand forth load for our workers-so you who have pulled attention has become dxmrbed in self- 
like fish out of water. May you MUST GO WITHIN and study FROM our crew so that we could ego or self-unworthiness in per- 
be given to see beyond the ALLyourhomework-neortwo get on with our work-it has ception and become unviable. 
"g-&a The "pull-back" is LIBERATORS and/or JOUR- most certainly been difficult Blessings are upon you, and we 
phoney, chelas, for there is ev- NALS will not "cut it". Dhanna enough as is- Valid and great are eagerly awaiting Your shar- 
cry intent of secretly shipping a is some 56 tapes BEHIND and information is flowing from ing. 1 shall not allow 'errors" in 
LOT of your uboysw over-there that means a minimum of 150 Soltec and we need to integrate transreceiving to pass. That, 
for their possibly "sudden-over- hours of listening-DO ANY OF it quietly into our own presen- after all, is what concerns re- 
powering show of strength" to YOU HAVE 150 HOURS FOR tations within the LIBERATOR. ceivers in and of truth. I ask 
the "madman" Saddam. He "NOTHING ELSE BUT LISTEN- YOU need more geophysical in- that Soltec keep the writings 
looks pretty good and pretty ING TO TAPES?". We need the formation but Dharma simply short, succinct, physically ori- 
healthy to me. various "presentations" of other has outgrown the ability to share ented for information and brief 

speakers for, out there, a n  some time with the other segments of for we have a most magnificent 
PHOTONS ARE ON- exceptional messengers and Command. I ask that Kali set shortage of 'space" and we are 
PHOTONS ARE OFF- instructorebut there is sim- aside the audio portion, make not ready nor prepared to move 

PHOTONS ARE.. . ply no time for individual "read- sure the computers are com- to a more frequent publication. 
ings" or dialog as we move along patible SO that discs can be ex- If, in fact, close-down per 

N-NOT"OFF. you are here and Dh-a is festering changed-and WRITE. YOU will the 'plan" comes as expected, 
simply experiencing them un- and about "bonkers" under the find, Kali, thatyouAREUreadY" we may very well be out of the 
ler the direct direction of FEMA load of what seems to her to be and equal to the task as given "publishing business" alto- 
md help is on its way under the her responsibility to each and and accepted- I speak, herein, gether. We must all consider 
guise of shuttle launch-to move every individual who receives of to no other receivers and please, that possibility for we MUST 
 he New World Order along rap- our information. No-for ALL do not ask me if "I (mine) is not stay alive and as able as Pas- 
Idly and forcefully. You do not correspondence and informa- ready for publication?" I can- sible to serve another day if this 
seem to be aware of the intense tion is read and digested for my not handle the influx of such one be cut short. 
actions going on under your use and tapes can be monitored 
noses. All "satellite signals" for while ironing or cleaning or, or, 
phones and banking have been or-but then the response is 
interrupted internationally dur- even more difficult. PLEASE BE 
ing these past days while test- IN UNDERSTANDING AND PA- 

Confusion And Ridicule 
ing systems. TIENcE-AND DoNT Over Protective Goggles 

STOP SENDING CONFIR- 
EARTH BOMBARDMENT MATIONS FOR HOW ELSE ARE 

CONTINUES WE GOING TO GET CONFIR- 7/29/92 W 1 HATONN I am going to follow this article 
MATIONS SCATTERED OUT TO with one of the most important 

The earth bombardment, ALL OF YOU? You probably Now for some contradictions, pieces ofcorrespondence you will 
especially against the Western would not be getting any news confirmations and confronts- EVER RECEIVE from my re- 
fault lines, never ceasee the  from, say, South Africa or New tions: source. The information from 
earth down under the "epider- Zealand, wherein, what hap- this person who works WITH IA- 
mis crust" is like melting jello pens there means you are next! DOOMSDAY GOGGLES SERS OF THIS PULSE TYPE 
shivering and liquefymg. The Let us  take New Zealand-the matches the scientific physics 
enforcement troops are at ready biggest bankjust got swallowed I have a dual purpose in run- knowledge of power already 
for their "practice" maneuvers up and it is a magnificent ning this reprint--one, so you known and accepted. The Chief 
and war games. "signm-therefore, understand know where and how to GET Editor of the LIBERATOR, Dr. Ed 

Do you not see that ifyou please, that I simply cannot tell gogglesofpmperdensityand two, Young, has worked with these 
cannot have a war to gain "con- you whether or not "Mary or to disclaim "doomsday"--it is lasers and knows how treacher- 
trol through emergency regula- Jane" is your soul-mate or your coming "...into a time of total ous one stray pulse can be in 
tions" that you HAVE TO HAVE "albatross". If you get on WITH RADIANCE!" damaging capability. Dr. Young 
"NATURAL APPEARING" DI- YOUR WORK, you will fmd those The goggles, as you will note, serves with us because it now 
SASTERS? questions disappear in the va- even if a bit "off the wall" in becomesthemost important task 

Perhaps my people have por of "duty" and "service". presentation, are necessary he has set his talents to perform- 
"warped senses of humor" but mostly IF and WHEN the radioac- ing in s e ~ c e  to mankind. There 
they do not consider this as GEOPHYSICIST SOLTEC tive belt around your own planet is no way to express my apprecia- 
"doomsday" activities-it is is ignited. That will in all proba- tion to him and therefore shall 
more like "confirmation and I, for instance, care not bility be prior to "natuml order" have to suffice with, 'Thank you, 
glory time". what Bashar, Ramtha, Mafu, entry into the "Great Barrier". Ed". Is "his" job w t e r  than any 
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other? Yes and No: It is only a nay, nay-no "new age" any- lenses that could be flipped planned to wear the shade 5 
'part" of the whole but YES, thing!] newspaper called the down over the front. [H: This, goggles all day Saturday-just 
INDEED, for lie can catch any PHOENIX LIBERATOR, whose too, is incorrect. The proper in case. 
errors in physics apd "natural publisher George Green recently darkness is achieved with two That was the couple who 
laws" which may slip through moved to Carson City. [H: This lenses in the eyepiece, one five provided Ruppel with an article 
the screen of translation. too, of course, is no longer valid and one ten plus a ten in the flip from the Liberator. 

Thus far, under the most information-George is a pub- down.] Like nearly every article 
minute and detailed challenges, lisher and no longer does other During eclipses, the sup- in the paper, it was purportedly 
our presentations-when stud- than represent the paper.] ply store sometimes sells very written by Gyeorgos Ceres 
ied for verification-HAVE One of the LIBERATOR dark goggles that allow people Hatonn, Commander in Chief, 
STOOD! Dharrna was told at articles suggests that "linear to look directly at the sun. But Earth Project Transition, Pleia- 
the very beginning of our con- beam weapons" would ignite a Ruppel said he couldn't think of des Sector Flight Command, 
tact-strangelyenough by Com- radioactive belt around the a practical use for both lenses Intergalactic Federation Fleet. 
mander Ashtar (that elusive planetandcauseabrilliantflash at the same time. [H: Then it [H: Well, they got 'something' 
friend), that she would be given of light. [H: A more appropriate would certainly seem time for right, thank you.] 
"the credentials" for acceptance term would be "coulda-but it the man to 'get informed".] The title is a bit mislead- 
of fact and "technology beyond is the Elite "human" plan to do "I'm no scientist," he ing; he is no snob. 
any capability to understand" so. It would require as much as said, "But if the (atmosphere) . ' "You may call me 
but it would be valid, functional a couple of days to burn up the got that bright, I think you'd Hatonn," he writes in the May 5 
and ones awaiting the informa- radioactive belt so the word burn to acrisp and the polar ice edition of the LIBERATOR. [H: 
tion "would KNOW IT WHEN I--"flash" is not quite correct, ei- caps would melt. There would Well, it does seem a bit awk- 
CAME." I believe that all who ther.] be flooding. ... I don't think ward, when in a hurry, to have 
know this person-also realize The light would be so in- goggles would help that much." to refer to me as Mr. Commander 
this point of truth. So much for tense, the article states, itwould [H: How much do you 'FEEL' Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, sir.] 
dallying explanations and space literally blind most of human- from X-ray? Do you "feel" un- Green, who spoke to the 
consuming outlay. Let us  con- kind-that is everyone foolish due 'heat" from ultra-violet Nevada Appeal on ~hursday,  
tinue with a reprint from a Ne- enough to be caught outside r a y h r  does the "heat" seem said Hatonnc.ommunicateswith 
vada paper, arriving today: without apair ofweldinggoggles as much to be from being in the him but rarely comes to earth. 

QUOTING: firmly strapped on their cra- sun? Any third-grade science They don't like coming 
"DOOMSDAY PREDIC- nium. [H: Now the foolishness or biology student SHOULD to earth," he explained of the 

TION" SENDS FOLKS SCUR- begins, you see, so obviously know as much. I s  it the heat or spacemen, "because the gov- 
RYING: By Will Behr, NEVADA there is no way to get SERIOUS theradiationthat killsinnuclear ernment tries to shoot them 
APPEAL Staff Writer.- Release information to  the masses in explosions or 'leaks"? I sug- down." [H: There are a LOT of 
date: July 27, 1992. two-minute sound bites. This gest you all stop your giggling reasons we don't like Earth- 

The welding supply busi- actually does not have anything and ridicule-lest the ark leave THAT being only one and prob- 
ness generally attracts a rather to do with the Photon Belt as you to drown in 'rain season"!] ably the least important one.] 
hard-working, down-to-earth such-two entirely different ac- Ruppel's customers take Sometimes, Green said, 
clientele. So when new custom- tions and phenomena and two the flash a little more seriously, he talks to Hatonn on the tele- 
ers started showing up a t  A-1 totally different types of light though. phone but usually they com- 
Sierra Welding in Carson City bursts, but alas--so goes life . A- 1's first new age cus- municate via short wave radio. 
(Nev) with stories of pulse and perceptions and "listening tomer [H: Boy, here is a b i g g i e  [H: Why does this strike you as 
beams, photon belts and space- capability" of the humorists.] we are actually being sued as strange, readers? DoYOU think 
craft, store manager Willie Several of Ruppel's cus- 'not being any part of 'New Age" it strange to talk on the phone? 
Ruppel noticed. tomers told him the flash would and here they go again-WE How about you radio opera- 

According to Ruppel, he begin Saturday. [H: I can prom- ARE NOT CONNECTED IN ANY t o r d o  you fmd radio cornmu- 
has filled the same unusual ise you that George Green did MANNER WHATSOEVER TO nications so unusual? How 
goggle order for a t  Ieast eight NOT say such a thing, or, if he 'NEW AGE" OR AMERICA many of you have phones, ra- 
different customers in the past did-he is out of his 'gourd" in WEST AIRLINES ORTHE "UNI- dios and televisions in your 
two weeks. temporary insanity. For one VERSITY OF SCIENCE AND home? Office? Fax machines? 

That is a lot for a small thing-entrance into anull-time TECHNOLOGY" ANY MORE Xerox machines? Exactly WHAT 
welding store, he said. photo presence is going to take THAN IS SPOTLIGHT, FEDER- IS IT that seems so STRANGE 

But Ruppel's sales pale adjustment and the severity of ALIST AND/OR THE WORLD TO YOU "ADVANCED SPE- 
in comparison to the surge in damage would be no more than ALMANAC. IT WOULD ACTU- CIES" ABOUT ALL BUT OBSO- 
the goggle market enjoyed by is practiced in advertising con- ALLY BE BETTERTO COMPARE LETE MODES OF 
BWS Inc. of Bakersfield, Calif. stantly about the "strange NEW US WITH THE SUMARIAN COMMUNICATION? 
There, a sales manager said, ultra-violetrayscomingthrough TEXTS, WISDOMKEEPERS Ruppel said he thought 
200 to 300 goggles priced at $16 the ozone hole" according to AND NEWTON'S PRINCIPIA the whole story might be aweld- 
each have been mailed all over your nit-wit politicians to you MATHEMATICAII] was a young ing-industry hoax. But Jim 
the nation. [H: If I had had time unfortunate recipients. The woman, that Ruppel remembers Offencamp, a BWS manager, 
and space to finish the reprint- goggles were already in prepa- as "a little strange". said Green's group [H: Green 
ing ofyesterday's "Photon Belt" ration kits long, long prior to She said she was going to HAS NO GROUP! Mr. Green is 
article you would find that the any mention, on our part, of a carry her goggles in a backpack a PUBLISHER who publishes 
same "goggle information" is "Photon Belta. This is good everyw,hereshewent. [H:Smart the PHOENIX JOURNALS- 
projected for safety and precau- example, readers, of the type of lady!] does 'Dell Books" have a 
tion.] "accuracy" in reporting and Later, Ruppel sold two "group" because they publish 

The goggle boom appears publication printing.] pair of goggles to a "very intelli- a particular line of books along 
to have been prompted by ar- To prepare, they wanted gentn middle-aged couple from with many, many OTHER pub- 
ticles in a new age [H: sic, sic- shade 5 goggles, with shade 10 Oregon. They told him they lications? Mr. Green publishes 
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ascientist/researcher's bookon search their own location. There earth circles the sun," one BWS tions using the Mayan calen- 
'infinity times" and other such are 'welding" facilities in al- operator explained, 'or it's a dar," he said. 
works as Dr.- King's books on most EVERY TOWN IN THE communist plot." And, well, Mayan calen- 
economics and the myriad writ- USA.] THEY WANTED LENSES On Thursday, Green said dars are tricky. [H: No, Mayan 
ings of one, Eustace Mullins. FOR LASERS AND ALL SORTS there are two scenarios. One calendars are totally accurate 
Further, we publish "Journals" 0 F STU FF WE'VE NEVER involves a cosmic photon belt, but that is NOT wherefrom came 
about nearly every subject HEARD OF." [H: Never 'heard the other a pulse beam weapon these particular predictions- 
known to man-so, WHAT of"?(??) "Never heard of?(??) storedatEdwardsAirForceBase they came right out of places 
GROUP? WHAT "GROUPn Where in the world have you in California. [H: Among MANY likePalomarObservatory, Mas- 
could Mr. Green HAVE? Be- people been? Never heard of? other places!] sachusetts Institute ofTechnol- 
cause "Donahue" interviews a Oh my, my-you ARE in serious At any rate, Offencamp ogy, Cal-Tech, Jet Propulsion 
given writer, does that make it trouble-the Elite politicians said customers are getting a Labs, NASA and places Earth- 
"Mr. Donahue's group"? I won- must really be laughing at you little panicky as the big day bound!] 
der if this wondrous paper will helpless, uninformed citizens.] approaches. [H: How many of "If the calculations were 
print THIS article? I most cer- Eventually, Offencamp you have tried to get 6-volt light off .000 1 percent, that could 
tainly hope that you who take said they settled on shade 5 batteries in Southern Califor- move thedate backafewyears." 
yourfutureprospectsandUlook goggles with shade 10 lenses nia since the earthquake 'I am going to a lecture 
around you" seek to give busi- that could be flipped up in front. swarms? Does anyone think it Saturday," Green said. 'So I 
ness to some other business (Editor's note: Incorrect; see strange? To be prepared is hope it doesn't happen then, 
who will appreciate your busi- prior note.) STRANGE?(??) How about "New either. But you should be pre- 
ness instead of ridiculing your "At several points, we've Age3 How does it strike you to .@p-ed." 
sincere attempt to be prepared contemplated gettingout ofthis, be 'blind" AND 'unprepared", Green describes himself 
for possible happenings-at but if a guy wants to buy some- reader? How do you feel about as apublisher, not acult leader, 
least as equal to if not more thing, you sell it to him." [H: being on the road with a bunch messiah or shaman. 
personal, than your I RS Sure do-like Uzies, machine of blind drivers? It will make a According to a spokes- 
records.] got the goggle sales guns, bullet-proof vests, cya- dust-storm or fog a "nothing" woman at theTehachapi Cham- 
started. nide for rat poison, machetes experience and yet, I believe right ber of Commerce, his newspa- 

"To be honest with you, and flame- t hrowers-bu t in this very area (locale) you per is written or transcribed by 
it's kind of a strange story," heaven help a few people who have undergone BOTH. HOW followers in a house outside 
Offencamp began. wish to protect their eyes from MUCH DO YOU REALLY KNOW town and printed by the pub- 

BWS got involved when the sun or bright lights which ABOUT WHAT THE GOVERN- lisherofalocal shopper. [H: Not 
theywereapproached bypeople damage the eyeACCORDING MENT IS DOING? HOW DO one word of this sentence is 
who workon the LIBERATORin TO YOUR GOVERNMENT'S YOU KNOW? WHERE ARE true-NOT EVEN ONE!] 
Tehachapi, a town about 25 OWN PROJECTIONS--IF YOU THEY DOING IT? WOULDTHEY Green says he also pub- 
miles east of Bakersfield. [H: WOULD HAVE ANY INTEREST 'EVER LIE TO YOU?" EVEN A lishes a series of journals. 
Wrong location and distance.] AT ALL IN INFORMATION IN- LITTLE BIT? DO THEY EVER The LIBERATOR has an 

'Apparently, we were the STEAD OF RIDICULE. GETOUT TELL YOU THE TRUTH? WHO advertised subscription fee of 
only (welding supply store in OF IT?- ARE YOU IN PUBLIC JUST MAY HAVE THE LAST $75 for 52 issues, and comes 
the area) willing to spend any BUSINESS OR JUST IN CASE LAUGH IN THIS GAME OF chock fullofads for booksrang- 
time with them," he said. [H: SOMEONE WANTS "OTHER CHANCE?] ing from $10 to $29.00. [H: This 
THAT does it. I ask you ones to STUFF"? YOU SHALL NO 'People are calling say- is not any longer so, either. Part 
go to the other welding suppli- LONGER BE ANNOY ED BY ANY ing, 'I don't have my goggles yet; of the reason for total separa- 
ers and give them business in- LIBERATOR READERS IN THE where are they?' or they are tion of the LIBERATOR from all 
stead. Every businessman FUTURE, I TRUST.] ordering goggles delivered over- other publications is to avoid 
wanted to spend time with our According to Offencamp, night express," he said. [H: EXACTLY THIS TYPE OF IN- 
representatives who 'simply the process that generates the Would that be 'strange" if some- FORMATION.] 
wanted to get a response and b,right light seems to have one wanted to start on a major In this paper, readers can 
available resource to the ones changed three or four times. [H: welding job the next day be- order books on everything and 
wanting to get protection." If Oh? Who said? Perhaps in the cause his goggles in hand were everybody from Bo Gritz to Nos- 
this is all the business means to 'telling" it is misrepresented- broken? The reason for ur- tradamus, from civil defense to 
the ones in point-we can most but it has NEVER CHANGED gency was that YOUR SCIEN- survivfhg the AIDS plague. [H: 
certainly go directly to the out- ONE IOTA. I believe the margin TISTS projected an entry into No-y~u cannot! You can order 
lets and get far better prices for of error in retelling anything the 'Null-Time", which is pre- whatever the "distributor" for 
our readers! Could this be what can be exemplified by this very liminary to the Photon Belt en- the 'publisher" handle-you 
is wrong with America and the article in point-there are hardly try-on July 25, 1992. Now I can only order the LIBERATOR 
World, readers-ridicule and ANY POINTS WHICH ARE COR- ask you-does that make US from this publisher in point- 
disrespect for the very custom- RECTLY REPRESENTED IN ANY NUTS--or your government, or AS A SERVICE to caller-just 
ers who keep you IN BUSINESS? FORM WHATSOEVER!] YOU? The point was an effort to as a welding supplier would 
It seemed a good act of business 'At one point, I think, the ignite the Van Allen radioactive supply goggles to a customer. I 
to keep the business 'local" Russians were going to burn belt to give ability to 'drain off also ask Ed, Rick and/or E.J.- 
and it was anticipated that the the ionosphere." [H: Well, that some of the particulate in the meet with the Chamber of Com- 
business would merit apprecia- WOULD produce a very bright 'Null-Time" belt of neutralized merce and set the records to 
tion-indeed, you as an indus- light for which goggles might be electrical particulate. Does that straight because I weary of this 
trial producer are in REAL dan- handy indeed. what aboh  those seem so strange? What did type of garbage coming back at 
ger of extinction. I ask that this "nasty little grey aliens" you YOU learn in simple Physics? us  from every confounded di- 
message be given to BWS and hear about?] But Green said Thursday rection under the sun. If you, 
another resource located for 'I think it is some funda- the flash may come later, The  George, are telling people these 
those who do not wish to re- mental belief about the way the data was selected from calcula- things-please stop, for distor- 
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tion is bad enough without us  any longer. I s  it not possible all not reveal for it is dangerous rugged enough to be installed 
playing into the shyster's the great teachers suffered from indeed: into aircraft!?! I just thought I 
hands.] this same type of MISINFOR- QUOTING: would share this from personal 

Conspiracy theories and MATION? Funny thing-there Commander Hatonn experience. When you speak of 
prophecy are recurring themes. is only 'meeting" if I am com- July 23, 1992 some of these things I know 
In the May 5 edition of the municating and I don't see an Dear Commander, exactly what you are talking 
LIBERATOR, one article sug- abundance of Chamber of Com- I just wanted to share a about because I either use them 
gests the Holocaust was an ex- merce personnel searching out few bitsofinformationwith you. or hear about them from other 
aggeration [H: Go study the truth-even to set their own I will try to keep this as brief as sources..... 
records and YOU add up the records to straight. I don't see possible. I work for an agency of END OF QUOTING 
numbers.], another is titled any activities going on to cause the government called N.I.S.T. There is much more in 
'U.N. riddled with K.G.B." [H: anyone to even notice the pres- doing energy and power mea- this pieceofcorrespondence but 
Where have you been-that is ence of anyone. Could it be that surements using lasers. A few it deals with works and publica- 
certainly NOT NEWS! FUR- hardly ANYONE knows a thing of the lasers I use operate in the tions of Nikola Tesla and I wish 
THERMORE, THERE ARE about that which they speak;, infrared and another operates to use it in the next writing for 
MORE KGB INTHE CIA (WHICH Is  not the tongue the most evil in the ultra violet. All of these this one has grown too lengthy 
WILL NOW GET SO ME and irresponsible organ in the lasers' beams are invisible even for impatient readers. 
$40,000,000 OFYOUR MONEY body-among other very irre- when reflected off of something Thank you, workers, for 
TO 'TAKE OUT SADDAM") sponsible organs? and therefore can easily be used enduring the slings and delib- 
THAN AMERICANS. ALSO, to blind opposing armies at will. erate (if not simply foolishness) 
THERE ARE SOVIET AGENTS TO MY OWN! One in particular, a Nd:YAG ridicule and assault against you. 
WORKING WITH EVERY MA- pulsed laser operatingat 1.06um No one ever said it would be 
JOR (AND SOME SMALLER) I believe you can now see is very dangerous. When align- easy and the false teachers 
POLICE DEPARTMENTS I N  WHY we are "not a threatn, in ing this laser I must use dark would abound, you were fur- 
YOUR UNITED STATES.] consideration, to the Elite green goggles which are opaque ther told. It is a time of taking- 

In one book, 'Judas .Government. Now that the to this wavelength, otherwise I control in Plan 2000 by the 
Iscarioth's name is cleared, ... WORD has been poured forth could easily damage my eyes adversarial Global Controllers 
the actual one who betrayed even to this limited extent-they from just a single stray pulse. and you must remember: We 
Immanuel is revealed," and KNOW it will only present ridi- Unlike the other lasers I use knew it would be this way- 
other Bible misconceptions are cule and ultimately-they will which can be blocked by simple AND, YOU ARE NOT ALONE! 
rectified. [H:Seemsabouttime, say, Well, you were warned glass or plexiglass, you must YOU ARE NEVER, NEVER 
doesit not, to rectify something? and you laughed. We are as use certain materials because ALONE! Truth will stand all 
I wonder why YOU PEOPLE powerful and your master- this wavelength will go right testingofbombardment or time, 
WHO RIDICULE don't simply JUST AS PRESENTED, and you through materials like glass or so be not faint nor discouraged 
take one line out ofyour 'books" laughed and ridiculed more and plexiglass. Plus this particular at the barrage as  given forth by 
and try to make sense of it- more and more-all the way to laser is relatively small and can the ign0rm.t or by the deliber- 
YOU can't make sense of the the prison!" Indeed, we are easily be installed in a truck or ate attackers. God's wings are 
WHOLE' OF IT, much less, in considered an 'asset" most of- van and not be noticed. I know big enough for d l  needs. Salu. - - 
bits and pieces.] ten, not a liability, for they are that the Army uses this type of 

Another book presents going to give you an 'alien" ET laser in their laser rangefiders. 
information 'about spaceships, blast to shiver your timbers-- Also, an engineer or sales per- 
including some of their specific the stage is set and the lights son with the company who sold 
'harmonic" frequencies and are on and the sound-track us  a couple C02 lasers told me 
manifestations at certain areas moving. But one day, it will be their lasers are designed to be 
of the Earth Grid System. Other KNOWN that we were of God 
Topics: .. . Little Gray Aliens ... and we brought Truth and ye 
Bush's trip to Paris ..." who would hear will be brought 

A Tehachapi business- into security and radiance into 
man described Green's follow- the places God has prepared for 
ers as 'very friendly people. His children-aboard craft pre- 
They seem happy. ... George pared to house and secure liv- 
Green is very convincing." ing, human specie-not fluffjl 

END OF QUOTING and radioactive clouds through public message, simply dial (by modem): 
* * *  which you would fall even if you (805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information! 

Green's followers? How could 'ascendn. So be it for the PHOENIX LIBERATOR BULLETIN BOARD. 

strange-I could have sworn the time is at hand when the Truth Set your computer for 2400 or 9660 baud N-8-1. 
people come to find out about shall be made known and woe 
higher resources and simply: unto the ones who lead God's format using the program PK ! .O. 
GOD. There is no 'group", no people fromTmth fortheirs 
'cult", no "gathering place"- be a most interesting journey 
although anyone is welcome to indeed! the PHOENIX LIBERATORS :,. t much more. 
any meetings wherein I might Effective 7/25/92 the BBS will post the file; caf Hatonn's daily writings 
participate if it is an appropri- A LETTER OF rather than the composite LIIBERATOR files. 
ate subject. We do nothing hid- CONFIRMATION If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it wont .H tJck 

den nor secret so I can't imagine If you have any questions or problems, call 

what anyone would 'follow" in Now, I would like, before 
'following" G.eqrge,Gre.en, who closing, to simply share a letter 
isn't' even 'located ' in 'CbliforniB frdm one whose' ldcdtion I shall 
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make- believe mainstream 'sci- A .Sense Of Humor To Make entists"andtherepresentatives 
of this dissenting view, in order 
to learn more about the major 
sticking points they are having It Through The Photon Belt withthismaterial.Theobjectof 

w this exercise has been kst  to 
\ name-calling and ridicule on the 

71 291 9.2 82 HATONN The vision? Thousands the board in anticipation ofwrit- part of the 'scientificR/astro- 
of people stumbling around in ingabout NikolaTeslaandUbur- nomical community of Canada 

AFTERNOON HYSTERICS welding goggles No. 5 with No. ied" and/or 'secret docu- at large. [H: This  person s h -  
10 lenses raised and at ready. ments" and agreements, only plycalledwv~science'cen- 

Let me tell you ones that Then at the appropriate mo- to have received correspondence ten' and asked for idorma- 
it is not always EASY working ment (undecided at present as from a dear friend regarding tion ifthere is any. Yon would 
withyou-youhadbestbeglad to 'cue"), down come the Canadian response to his in- havetogobacktoearlierwrit- 
it was GOD who invented 'hu- heavier lenses and surely quiries about the Photon Belt. ing. [See 7/7/92 LIBERATOR, 
mop. enough-total null-tinie black- BUT I WANT YOU TO PLEASE pagea 37-38 for background.] 

I have had to take an hour out! Now, if no one removes the READ BETWEEN THOSE to understand that one of the 
to settle Dharmaenough to work goggles for, say, five d a y s  LINES AS WE REPRINT THE conlacteem wanted more in- 
again-she gets "visions" and sur'ely enough-five days of to- LETTER AND WRITE-UP. formation and even &- 
regales into peals of laughter. t d  darkness! Perhaps Bob QUOTE: comrse with me if podble- 
Chelas, there is only 'good" in Girard is correct-you have to Well, so much for "becamme something is going 
seeing the humor in every situa- have a somewhat 'insane mind" 'open-minded interest and fair onbut we can't tslL about it.l 
tion because it is ultimately that to see humor in such a visual objective 'scientific'analysis and So with this in mind, let 
which will save your sanity. But, scene. Worse it got, however, as evaluation based on the 'scien- us continue with an update: 
leave it to be obvious that we FEMA troops rushed to the res- tific method' of information 
space-cadets also have great cue-with empty flashlights gatheringandhypothesisbuild- MORE ACCLAIM FOR THE 
need for patience and under- because you can't find a 6-volt ing." LIBERAlDR FROM CANADA 
standing at that which unfolds battery in the State of Califor- So much far my re- 
before us. Monty Python or nia, not to mention the rest of spect for such "science" and May the Light of all- 
Benny Hill or ~ $ 1  Brooks could the nation. astronomers and 'doctors"! knowing Source shine abun- 
do wonders with any of this Now, to treat these 'sick" Please renew my subscription dantly in the Northern hemi- 
material and make a billion dol- "nuts" the professional 'scien- to THE LIBlXA?DR. sphere countqy of Canada, and 
lars. Truth is inherently more tists" go to workwith headlamps The intent of this little in particular in the corridors of 
funny than is a dreamt up sit- on "their" craniums, as neces- exercise gone sour was not to our 'scientific" institutions. 
com. sitated terminology per prior offend The PHOENX LIBERA- This is so sickening 

writing, and stethoscopes flung 'IY)R [H: We are all but imp-- that I go deeper into depression 
KILLER RABBITS about necks (for identification sale to offend in any case.], the more I think about it. Here 

purposes). much less you, Hatonn, but to it goes anyway. And this is the 
Remember the story Now she comes back to initiateadialoguebetweenthese last foray into the halls of 

(TRUE) a h u t  Carter and the -- -A- - - -  - - -- 

'killer rabbitw on his outing 
trip?. Python had a ball with 
that one as his group went in 
search of the Holy Grail. [Edi- 
tors: please see if you can locate 
the cartoon a b u t  the rnisad- 
ventures of Mr. Carter.][See to 
right.1 Now all of the 'adver- 
sary" is having fun over the 
Photon Be1.t and you are some- 
how incensed! No-a good laugh 
is what is k s t  for you-stop 
feeling you 'failed" some way 
because your world hasn'tyet 
self-destructed in front of you- 
IT WILL RARELY BE IN FRONT 
OF YOU-THAT IS THE POINT! 
But that still isn't what turned 
Dhmcr's funny-bone inside 
out. Far one thing the; were 1 
caught in the earthquake shiv- 
ex a and n5~fl-zone electronic 
coxz% unications systems out- 
ages, But it is the goggles which , 
finally "did-it*. She and E.J. 

. laughed until the tears rolled .at . 
r 3 ' * P i * 1 1 1 '  t *  X I  r . "  

' the v isb~in progress: . - - " -- -- -- --  -. - --- -- . 7 r *  - e e  - . --- e - - -  $ * a " 4  - - 
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academia for me, I might add. of choice for "healing"? And, 
One of the astrono- how about "oops, the small- 

mers so eager to wager a bet pox vaccine was just a little 
with Hatonn three weeks ago infected with HIVI" or in 

Free Trade 
now says he will notifjr Cana- France" "...oh well, we just let 
dian and U.S. postal authori- a few thousand infections of 
tiesregardingthisuthMy dis- AIDS start  from KNOWN 

Agreement Secrecy 
guted 'ant$-Semitic' [????I contaminated blood Erom the 
... degenerative literature" bloodbank!" It is almost as 7/29/92 #2 HATONN election year and a politically 
from the U.S. that is the very funny as " d e  sex" for kinder- sensitive period in Canada. 
worst example of all the occult garten babies whose condoms I do thank P.C. for the next In the United States, 
and paranormal material that don't fit.] and finally just states item just to point out that some of President George Bush's adrnin- 
he evaluates. [H: Sorry, chelas, flat out that he is concerned with my projections can actually be istration has begun to investi- 
but the energy field created "your sanity", inferring the exist- confmed: gate leaks that have occurred. 
by that "Belt" cannot be ence of an undetected problem QUOTE: In one recent breakthrough 
mistaked [Editor note: That is that should be examined for"your The Globe and Mail,  agreement, not previously dis- 
no mistake.]for anything else own best interest". [H: Atlofthis (Toronto, Canada) mesday, July closed, the three countries 
and it is the most guarded because a man q u d o n s  the 21, 1992: SECRECY CLOAKS agreed to treat each other's 
secret of the day-neuet to the possibility of an &own phe- NAFTA TESTS: Negotiations ADVERTISING COMPANIES 
planet headed directly for your nomenon-when the gwern- shielded from debate. AS THEY TREAT THEIR OWN. 
planet and fully visualized and memts are TALKING ABOUT (The Globe and Mail with Asked about this and 
recognized throughout your THE SAME THING EVERY The New York Times): other recent agreements, aides 
astronomy crowd. Well ,  DAY-IN DIFFERENT LAN- Canadian industry r ep  to U. S . Trade Representative 
maybe the secret "free-trade" GUAGE TERMS. IT IS SOME- resentatives advising the federal Carla Hills not only declined to 
talks are more secret as is THINGLIKE NOW SAYING COM- government on the North Arneri- comment--on the ground that 
"October Surprisen and MUNISM AND THE SOVIET can free-trade agreement talks classified information was in- 
Saddam's and Bush's joint UNION ARE "DEAD" AND a n  finding it's hard enough just volved-but also immediately 
banking accounts in BNL and UGONE". WHO IS THE FOOL?] 5dingoutwhat'sbee.n decided. began investigating possible 
BCCI. Indeed one does need a A s  for that "private Toread the NAFl'A texts, sources of the leaks. 
sense of humor to make it meetinn with you": nope, not in- they have to go to a special room Within hours, they 
through the day! What is the terested any longer (!!??), exactly in the Lester Pearson Building in had checked the attendance 
danger of inquiry about a pos- like you said it would be. Neither Ottawa, the headquarters for Ex- records of senior advertising 
sible atmospheric phenom- does he wish to engage in ex- terqil Affairs and International executives at meetings of Mrs. 
enon [does it dMer greatly change by phone. Would he like Trade officials. Hills' private-sector advisory 
from your scien&ists studying to go directly to source at MIT or Thereare no photocopi- groups and determined that 
man--made crystal viruses Palomar?? 'You will fmd mental ersand the documents can't leave NOT ONE OF THEM had .harm 
(HIV) in  space capsule cases and examples of the 'walk- the room. However, notes can be up for classified briefings at 
travel?]? How about har- ing wounded' in every institution takerAfyou are ever able to get which the issue was dbcuswd. 
nessing t h e  "Northern throughout the world." in. How many ofYOU know - During mast of the 
Lights"? Ah, but with the He suggests I phone what is in thosehcts? Would negotiations. these deals 
Northern Lights you are going back after the 25th, when noth- thay tedl YOU? Where dl you staved secret because all three 
to HAVE TO OWN UP TO THE ing happens, which should fom go to find oat the id'tion? countries classified thou- 
FACT THAT THERE ARE MAS- me to re-assess this resource. [H: Do you think the "secret-keep- sands of pages of negotiating 
SWE PHOTON CRYSTALLINE Phone back? How could you will tedl YOU? DO YOU documents and conducted 
ATMOSPHERIC LIGHTS-EH have done that-your long-dik REALLY THINK THE VERY AS- their talks with the secrecy 
WHAT? SO BE IT. WHAT tance phone system was OUT TRONOMERS ORDERED TO and securitv once resenred 
EVER IN THE WORLD, HOW- for a major portion of the pe- KEEP THE INFORMATION RE- for wartime militarv opera- 
EVER, COULD THIS HAVE TO riod of time between the 24th GARDING PHOTONS AND tions. ... . [H: Enough of this 
D 0 WITH JEWS AND and y e s t h y .  Emergency call BELTS AND PLANETS AND LA- one I suppose? I suppose-in 
SEMITES? I WAS (AM) A services were out, cellular SER WEAPONS SECRET44RE the interest of National Secu- 
SEMITE-WHO ARE THE phoneswemoutandFEMAwas WINQTOTELLYOU?&much rity and Top-secret privilege 
JEWS? DON'T KNOW? BET- and is, in control--check on it. far interest in or freedom of under Executive Order41 rim- 
TER BRUSH UPONYOUR HIS- If they were not out in your ~ o u b e l h r s t a r t p o n -  ply will agree: The world is 
TORY, READERS!] neighborhood then you simply darkrg thew things wry, vary flat l I] 

The consensus among didn't call 91 1 for d c e ! ]  quicIsly.1 END OF QUOTIBIG 
the 20 or so "scientists" he has- 
shown this material is the same: 
question the sanity of the read- 
ers. He quite bluntly advises 
me to seek the 'qualified help of 
a professional health worker", 
later on in our short conversa- 
tion this changes to "mental 
health worker" [H: Yes, and 
the world is still FLAT and the 
EARTH P W E T  is the center 
of the solar system??? Blood- 
letting is still the treatment 

A past-president of the 
Canadian Astronomical Society 
also thinks nothing much of this 
except to say that it must be just 
"another religious freak" (Ughh- 
this is &I sickening) whoa news- 
paper contains 0 (zero) 'scien- 

- tik" validity. "And there is NO 
conspiracy either" .:. . . . ! 

END OF QUOTING 
So much for the blood- 

bath, P.C.-they didn't like- 
Copernicus either. 

- - - 
One striking aspect of 

the NAFTA negotiations has 
been the thousands of compro- 
mises made, affecting scores of 
industries p e  Northern Cod 
fishing and fish canneries] in 
the three countries, without 
exposing the details of these 
arrangements to public scru- 
tiny. 

The secrecy has been 
remarkably successful in 
smothering debate during aU.S. 
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NIKOLA 

7/29/92'#2 HATONN 

(Editor's note: This is a continu- 
ation of a letter that begins on 
page 19 at the end of the 
GOGGLES article.) 

I ask that we return to 
reprinting the letter in point in 
the prior writing: 

QUOTING: 
Also, I was looking for 

some information on Nikola 
Tesla in our on-site library to 
find that all books containing 
seemingly valid information 
about his work were taken from 
the shelves. I had to ask for 
them specifically at the service 
desk. One of the books written 
by a man named Arthur 
Matthews (who claims to be the 
last known assistant to Mr. 
Tesla) had the enclosed news- 
paper articles included in the 
back of the book. p: Editors, I 
don't care how much space it 
takes-please run every one 
of the articles IN FULL with 
special notation to DATES of 
printing.] [See pages 22-26.] I 
thought that they might be of 
interest to all those who don't 
believe that the Russians have 
the ability to control weather 
and have by now almost mas- 
tered what Tesla gave to the 
world, i.e., the Cosmospheres. 
Please take note of the dates; 
obviously this is not new news, 
neither was it in just one news- 
paper. 

p: The final inqairie8 
are so important that I shall 
not delve into them hemin fbr 
they d d  with "time warp" 
and a t h e  traveln which, by 
the my,  yon developed at the 
time of the famed "Philadel- 
phia Expsrfment". With the 
new thrrut systems atillzing 
photon pulse systems you can 
actually menm intotbe travel 
and the experimenters, as you 
might guess, get one heck of a 
ride! I suppose for these rea- 
sons I find it appalling to get 
responses such as "above" re- 
garding simple inqairies re- 
garding possible phenomena 

ferences. TO ME, IT IS ABOUT because it is dl coming to the T E S L A AS CONFIRMING TO WHAT entropy surface now. m e n  
L WE ARE G M N G  YOU A8 YOU the ball starts to unravel it 

ARE W I N G  TO GET! So, wil l  be am- how many 
friend in point, please be pa- tangled webs were made from /I AT I 0 N tient and I wu get to aim-- the billions of W- making 
neous "experience", etc., up those webs. Glory to those 
when we get just a tiny bit with eyes to see and ears to 

which is THE topic of choice farther down the trail. A lot of hear. 
at all scientific "secret" con- stuff is going to hit the fan END OF QUOTING 
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uss Power 
3 reakthrough 

By STEPHEN M. AUG 
W . ~ k r d m  SUr 

WASHINGTON - Have the Rus- 
sians learned how to transmit electric 
power without the use of wres? 

For months, mystenous Russian 
radio signals have been disrupting 
worldwide communications. and a 
number of Canadians who have been 
mcmtoring the signals are speculating 
that the Russians may have ac- 
complished that feat. 

Although they have no proof that 
these signals involve transmission of 
electrical energy, the Canadians con- 
tend that the Russlans may be ex- 
perimenting with a long-disused proc- 
ess developed by Nikola Tesla. the 
Yugoslav inventor who died in 1943. 

In what he considered bs most 
impx-tant discovery, Tesla in 1900 pro- 
ved that the earth could be used as a 
conductor of electricity and woad be 
a s  tesponslve a s  a tuning fork to elec- 
trical n b r a t ~ o n s  of a certain pitch. His 
e-'cperiments succeeded In lightlng 290 
electnc lamps fmm a distance of 25 
!nW without wires. Some use was 
made of his process for many years in 
Canada. 

Tesla gave a number of pclssrble 
uses for his equpment. Including 
power transmission. geoloq~al  ex- 
ploration. national defense and weath- 
e r  modification. 

But much of Tesla's work was 
never completed. and 111s ideas Wtnain 
rn his notebooks whlch are on file in the 
Tesla Museum in Belgrade. 

Fueling the CanadiarK speculation 
is the report that a %wet scientist - 
so far unldentlfied - spent several 
months in Quebec occasionally in- 
terviewing Tesla's last known living 
assistant, Arthur H: Matthews. 

[n a recent telephone inte&ew.' 
%tatthews said he had had "a lot of. 
questions from a lot of people." some 
of whom had "Russian-sounding 
names." He added. "I've been reluc- 
tant to te!l them anything that would be 

~mportant." ' 

But he added that he had heard the 
Russian radio signals, he had gotten 
pitone calls from government officials 
m Ottawa aslung about them and had. 
in fact. "received letters from all over 
the world on this same subject." 

Questions concerning the possl- 
bllities of the Russian ewr iments  
were brought to the Canaaan Deparl- 
ment of Communications last winter 
by Andrew Michrowslu, who had been 
working wlth a Canadian senator on 
the question of resurrecting Tesla's 
experiments as  a means of helplng 
alleviate some electric energy prOb 
Iems in eastern Canada. 

W W.  Scott, director of operations 
at the department, said that after 
Michrowski's request for help, all nine 
sf the agency's listening posts were 
asked to analyze the Russian signals. 
By this time, however. the Russians. in 
rcsponse'to a barrage of complaints 
pnmarily from other Eumpean gov- 
ernments, had begun to limirthe dura- 
tion of the transmissions that were 
causing the interference. 

Scott said it was determined that. 
although the signals origmated s ~ v e r a l  
tbousand miles east of Canada. the 
monitoring stations noticed that the 
same signals were heard coming 
around in the opposite direction - 
from the west - with p a t e r  intensity 
a hall hour later. 

The signals were heard in the high 
frequency bands - anywhere from 3 to 
30 megahertz (one megahertz is one 
million cycles per s e e o n d l  .Teslals 
expnments  were on very low frequen- 
cies - ranging from about 6 to 100.000 
cycles per second. ScoU said it was 
theorized then that the Russian trans- 
missions may have been harmonics - 
multiples - of very low frequency 
transmissions. 

Because the Russian signals were 
of such short duration, however. Scott 
saidr the transmissions stopped before 
momtonng personnel were able to lis- 
ten on very low-frequency wave 

PI I KOLA TESLA 
lengths. 

Scott said that on at  Least one 
occaslon Canadian techmcians o b  
served the signals coming from two 
different locations - both of them 
apparently close to one another - a t  
the same time. 

U.S. scientists working with the 
Canadian group seem to g v e  credence 
to the view of w b t  the Russians may 
have achieved. One of them is Dr. 
Andrija Puhanch of Osmlng, N.Y.. a 
one-time physicxan who gave up rnedl- 
cal practice some years ago and has 
devoted the past 25 years to a study of 
Tesla's work and electromcs ex- 
perimentation. 

Puhancb sald the Canadians listed 
for hun the frequenues on whcb they 
were hearing the Russian trans- 
missions. "I took the actual fI-eqWn- 
ties the Canadians sent me and just 
worked backwards and came out with 
the Tesla frequencies." he sad 

Puharich - who says most of his 
research 9 s  in h ~ u t  fields: Senso- 
ry Rehabilitation (ruing to g t  
deaf people to hear better). the materi- 
alization of matter and dematerializa- 
tion of matter: teletranspomtien of 
p h p c a l  systems (moving objects 
without using rockets)" - insists, how- 
ever. that there is m pmof yet that the 
Russans have perfected what Tesla 
began. 

He termed '*a. most important 
lead" word of the Rw13n scientat 's 
wits to Manhews. "Very few people 
have ever heard of Mr. 51atthews." 
Puhanch said. "VIU really have to be 
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THE DARK CHARADE 
By G yeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

..... $10.00 ..... Did Russ Radio 
Turn on the Cold? 

a super-esoteric in the field to know of uon oi Newfoundand. has h u g  
his existence. So the fact that a Rus- sources of hydroelectric power. prlnci- 
sian sought him out I felt of great pally on the Church11 River. In order 
interest.'' to sell surplus power to the nther 

Puharich would not rule out the Maritime Provinces. the electricity 
that the ~~~~i~~~ may be would have to be sent \?a transmission 

using Tesla's theories for weather lines through Quebec. 
modification. "I thmk they have a lot 
of reason to do it." Puharich said. 

' 
Carter pointed out that Quebec will 

not permit exportation of electric pointing out that the Russians would power unless it is to the province. 
like to push their cold. Arctic air mass ~ h ~ ~ ,  at present, power from Labrador elsewhere - perhaps toward Amenca is sold at 3 mills (three-tenths of a - and increase theu own agricultural cent) per kilowatt hour to Quebec 
p m g  seasons. which resells it to Consolidated Edison 

According to persons knowl- Co. in New York for 35 mills. Caner 
edgeabie about Tesla's theories. sa~d. 
weather modification would be ac- 
complished by regulating the move- Perfecting Tesla's methods u-ould 
ment of electrically charged particles enable power generated in Labrador to 
in the upper atmosphere resulting in ' be sold directly to the other Maritimes 
changes in the jet stream. and avoid the Quebecois middlemen. 

Support for the Canadians' theory 
on electric power transmission also 
came from Marcel Vogel. a senior 
screntist at International Busmess Ma- 
chines Corp. in San Jose, Calif., who 
said he holds the basic patent for the 

'&'disc memory," the braln of many 
computers. 

VogeI's interest in the Canadian 
venture, he said. "is setting up careful 
experiments so that we do not lnjure 
one another with low frequency sounds 
-the protection of the project so it can 
be done wlth no injury to man or 
nature." A second interest. he said. is 
"the release of electrical vibrations 
whrch will aid in the ,mwth of plant 
forms." 

Vogel said that when Tesla was 
experimenting with pulsating elec- 
tncal fields. he tuned an osullator to 
the frequency of the small blfllang In ' 

whch he was working. ' He found the 
resonant vibration of the bullding and 
the whole building started to shake and 
almost fell down," Vogel said. The 
vibrations were felt in nearby build- 
ings. police were called. and by the 
time they arrived, Tesla "was 
smashing the device with a sledgeham- ! 
.mer" to stop the oscillations. 

Vogel said it was highly possible - 
but pure assummon - that the .Rus 
sians may be experimenting on Teslavs 
theories. Support . for duplicating 
,Tesla's experiments in Canada has 
come from Canadian Sen. Ches Carter 3 Newfoundland. who met last Wed- 
nesday with Pnme Minister Pierre 
.Elliott Trudeau in an effort to convince 
, .  to set'up a task force and duplicate 
the Ttrsia experiments. The cost, he 
%id. wwld be Si.5 to $2 million. 

L 

i. Carter's constituency has cleajec- 
onomic n,?tives in such a system suc- 
ceeding. L brador, the mainland par- 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 
LIE - 

THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. I 
By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn...$10.00 
Details aregiven regarding the facts 
of the Holocaust; the history and 
background of the "Jews"; why 
Israel receives reparations paid to 
her due to the "Holocaust"; why 
millions of "Jews" receive 5,000 
German marks annually for "dam- 
ages". Plus current events about 
our economy, the Anti-Defarna- 
tion League, the Torah, and the 
Talmud. 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 
LIE - 

THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. 4 
By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn...$10.00 
In this journal we are given addi- 
tional important information about 
how and why the Holocaust is a 
massive deception against all hu- 
mans on planet earth, either di- 
rectly or indirectly. Details about 
phoney pictures, phoney numbers, 
phoney gas chambers, etc., are in- 
cluded. 

To order call 
America West Publishers, 

a Nevada corporation (1 800-729-1131 11 



THE STAR. 
,&2 

1 .- f 1 

An almost daily series of strange to a receiver near Lac Edouard. P.E.I. and &it& Coiumbia 
and immensely powerful Soviet radio ahout 150 miles away. - attempt lo get a %x” on the 
si&nals has Canadian authorities bat- His last known living as&ant is transmlssiofis. 
fled, and prompted some science M-year-old Arthur Matthe%. no*:: “They pinpointed it to IZig2 in the 
buffs to speculate that the U.S.S.R. living in semi-retirement in Quchcc ,USSR: ami we eyentiilly sent a 
may have Launched a globaf’experl- City. Contacted by telegram in November. rlbout a 
ment to !ran.smit electricity without S r&8 yes:erday.. Mr., Natthews said month later. the Russians adrni&d 
WlfCS. 

The signais were’first detcctcd in 

of Tesla: “lie inccntcd ‘AC 22th CCD j ‘lhcy were conducting experiments k+ 
Wry.” the high-freqxccy radio band:-:. butt 

Canada” fast July. They subsided in Mr. Matthews. who wrote a bio- I hey taking action to the 

Yovember when .authorities pro- graphy of Tesla in 192 called Wall of interferences tkey were causinq. ” 

i&cd to the Soviets that the high:, Light. said that the man’s work was TEe “blankei“ tra’nsmiss5xi.s 

frcqucncy pulses were causing Wide- the basis t;f mosP of this centuf?;‘s from Rigs in mid-Swember. 

spread disturbances here. *. great inscntiors - radio and TV. b!J:. thy were rep!acrrf ii.< 

Now, an Ottawa man intrigued by-. 
rocketry. the modern computer and bUl%S of 20 to 30 a CSy. 
automcblle ignition systems; “They were p&e rmlssior,s of a 

the’whole thing is suggestiug the 
Soviet experiments are fouling 
North America’s weather pattern. 

Andrew Michrou&i. who with- 
Senator Chesley Carter of Newfound- 
land is pressing the Ottawa govern- 
mcnt to look into wire!ess e!ectricity, 
has prodcced weatier .m&ps whxh 
suggest tkc intense !sigzdils from Riga 
in the Soviet Union are messing with 
end palrems. 

“The westerly &d patterns this 
year arc conplctely out ut whack.” 
he said in an intervFp&v yesterday. 
“They have suffered 

He has taken hLs case to ?he 
departmctit of communications in Ot- 
tawa. but authori:ies seem uncon- 
vinced. 

“‘There iic I.200 inventions oi sery,- very high’ power.” Mr. Smith 
tins century that relied his dis- said. 
coteries.” 

(The Eacyc!cpcdia B&mica, by 
These en&&us are st.3 b&g 

regxlariy detected in Canada. 
the way, gives Tcsla hail a cohimn. OF. Dec. 24. at 10 a.m. %xtreal 
but does not mention his experiments time. a strange third phase occurred. ’ 
in wireless e!ectricity. It does men- . The P.E.I. station picked up a pow- 
tion his impor’ant v;ork in aitematin;: eifui signal o~&lcn:ing sever2i 
current. 1 tkousa?ld miles to th:! east. Tim. 

Mxthcas said his 
tion with Tesia has generated a great 

about an hcur later. the same zig2aI 

deal of interest ?hrouahoc: the 
at a higher intensity detec!ed . . . 

inc!uding querlcs from sc;en:ists 
hut from the opp&:e &xt102. 

.~~~,“Russiaa;snding namrs.~ ” 
**The Russians arc very i& 

icrested. They name towns and 
after him. But WC in Canada Seem 
have forgotten.” He added that wk.&t is red!)’ 

tie descnted Tesla’s technique haffiing the. listening stations across 
as “duplicaijcg a lighlnici: flash” I . North Ar;ierica is that they all se$,m 
with tremendous v&ages C!oSC Ur 
liti million Color3do. hc 

to receive the same signa!s. of. the 

brtrncd out a powerhouse 21 miles. 
.same strength, &rt*u&ar!eously. 

“The Russians seem be pump- 
away. ” bk. 3!atthcws srtid. 

“One of tls ideas to ‘scMi 
ing (their signals 1 ov+r the whole 
continent.” 

who died in 19-U. after a lavish Siag;m Fall power to the Just in the k.st .month. the 
intematior.al career that inch&cd . ,war!d.” were detected momtor- 
several pea& of workmg with Tkom. \rkde much of this may sound ing stations on more thhn half a dozen 
as Edison. dubi&. with mad-scientist COnnota- 

Tesla dem@kstrat& in 1899 that tionq. &!ere is no that some- 
da)%. 

Xr. khrowskl. meanwhife. is 
the canh itself cmld. be used 3s 3 convinced the phenomenoa should 
conduc?or of electricity. that it was Sc3ciCnisa. and nobody h‘dJscoun% 

ieq *he possibility th2t the Russiac~ 
prompt ILS all to take a good nati loolc 

as responsive as 3 tuning fork to 
dcctncal vibrations of a cc-in m;is be rryiug to &ipiicatc Tesltis , . . much serious in2fnatronaI atteatio? 

He &owcd this in Coiorado 
‘Springs. Cal., hy &&tlng ZOO electric 

h&&a m, begau sotici;rbr - m has prnfou,,d apptica- 

lamps from 8 distance of 25 
%U,astic” interferences in such weather 

In his later ‘yeas he &VOW= 
Wk the U.S. Britain sent 

contro1, t!le expoFl of eIeetFical 

plpmts to 53vfct oIlt.~itiis. 
power, the rcductian of minerals and 

much of his time to experiments in After cornpUnt ham radio 
Quebec. transmitting electrical sig 
nals fmm generator. at Tadoussac 

opemtnrs. the CacJiia governmen: 
h&d thrw monitonng statinn+ - ir. 

Ofitf nex-tcgexlary name keeps 
cropping up in tIw growkg debate as 
it broadens into areas of co!d-war 
tactics and science fiction. The name 
is Nikcila Tesla. 

T&a was a Yugoslav inventor .._. ~~ _ . . . 
the secret Government, 
their illegal drug sales 

and plans for martial law. 
Get the real story about 

extraterrestrials and 
why they’re here. 
Discover what the 

government doesn’t want 
you to know. 
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By Gyedrga Cats Hatoua 

HATONN: "You ones must be 
prepared to recognize the names, 
labels and piaces from whence 
comes your so-called 'health' care. 
I refer to the practice of medicine 
as the 'CUT, SLASH, BURN AND 
POISON' insult against a living 
life-form. I call this JOURNAL, 
WGH PRIESTS AND RABBIS 
IN THE TEMPLE because that is 
what 'health care' has come to rep- 
resent. The hospital (and research 
lab) is the 'temple', the practitio- 
ners are the priests and rabbis. Trust 
me with your life but ask me for no 
explanations,' is the byline..'for I 
am God of your being'." 

To order contact America West 
Publishers, a Nevada corporation 

at 1-800-729-4 13 1 
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F A PLANET 
ZIONISM IS R4 CISM 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hato 
$10.00.. .(plus shipping) 

Find out how you have been lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the "New World Order" 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail of your lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS, 
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 

1 to kill off the unwanted. 
I Call America West, 

a Nevada corporation 
I 1-800-729-413 1 
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Russians may have been successful 
in transmitting electricity without wires 
By Stepban M. Alyl 
Washington Star 

W- D.C. 
Have the Russians learned how to 
transmit dectrlc power without 
the use of wins? 

For months now, some mysterious 
Russiaa radio signals have been 

-disrupting worldwide communi- 
cations, and a number of rmnadi- 
ans who have been monitoring 
the signals are speculating, that 

Xhe R~issians may have accom- 
plished that feat. 

-, Although they lave no proof that 
these signah invoIve transmission 

1 of electrid energy, the .Canadi- 
ans contend that the Russians 
may be uperfmenting with a 
longdisused process developed by 
Nikola Tesla, a Yugoslav inventor 
who died in 1943. 

In what he considered his moat 
immtant discovw. in 1900 TesLa 

about them md h d '  mekcd  kt- of them ~ i .  AnMb Puhufch of 
ters from dl over the world on Ossieing. N.Y.. a physician who 
the subject. gave up medid practice years 

Questions concerning the possibil- 
ities of the Russian expertments 
were brought to the Canadian 
Department of Communications 
last winter by Andrew Michmw- 
ski. who had bcen working pith 
a Canadlan senator on the ques- 
tion of resurrecting Tesla's expe- 
riments as a means of helping 
alleviate some electric energy 
problems in -ern Canada. 

W. W. Scott. director of opera- 
'tions at the department, said that 
'after Michrowski's request far 
belp, all nine of the agency's Us-. 
tening posU were asked to ana- 
lyze the Russfan signals. By ttut 
time, however. the R~lPsrana In 
response to a barrage of com- 
piaints primarily from European 
governments, had begun to limit 
the duration of the transmissions 
that were causing the Interfer- 

ago and bas devoted 25 yeari. to a 
study of Tesia's work md elec- 
tronics experimentation. 

Puharich said the C.nadfras lfsted 
the frequencies on which they 
were hearing the Russlu, trans- 
missbns. "I took the rctori fre- 
quencies the Canadians seat me 
and just worked bac)rwSrds and 
came out with the Tesh frequen- 
cies," he said. 

Puharich insist& however, that 
then is no-prwf yet that the 
Russians have perfected what 
Tesla began. 

Puharich would not rule out the 
possibility that the Russians may 
be using Tesia's thaxies for 
weather modification. "I think 
they have a lot of reurw to do 
it." Puharich said. po- out 
that the Rushxu would like to 

~r6vcd that  the i k t h  could be , vush their cold. arctic air mans 
used as a conductor of electricity 
and would be as responsive as a 
tuning fork to ele!ctrical vibrations. 
of a c e m h  pitch. His experi- 
ments succeeded in Ilght!ng 200 
electric Lamps from a distnnce of 
25 miles without wires. Some une 
was made of his process for many 
years in Canada 

Tesla ga;e a number of possible 
usas for his quipment, including 
power trammission, geological 
exploration. national defense and 
weather modification. But much 
of hQ work was never completed, 
and his idan remain in his note- 
books in the Tesla Mweum ia 
Belgrade. - -- 

Fueling the Canadians' speculation . 
is the rewrt that a Russian scien- 

Scott said it was determined that, 
atbough the signals originated 
several thousand miles east of 
Canada, the monitoring stations 
noticed that the same signals 
were heard coming amand from 
the west with greater intensity a 
balf hour later. 

The signals were heard in the 
high-frequency bands. - any- 
where from 3 to 30 megahertz 
(one megahertz k 1 million cyclcl 
per second). Tesla's experiments 
wen on very, low-frequency 
bands - ranging from about 6 to 
100.000 cycles per second. Scott 
said the theory, then, is that the 
Russian mamissions may have 
been harmonics (multiples) of 
very low-frequency transmissions 

k!sewhere - perhaps toward 
America - and lnqease their 
agricultural growing seasoas. 

According to pmple knowledgea- 
ble about Tesla's theories, westh- 
er modification w a d  be accom- 
plished by regulating tht move- 
ment of electricdy charged pmb 
cles in tbe upper atmosphere, re- 
sulting in changes in the jet 
stream. 

Support for the Cansdlms' theory, 
on elccvfc power tmmnidon 
also came from Marcel Vogd 
senior dentist at International 
Business IMachbw Corp. in San 
Josc. Callf, who said he bolds the 
basic patent for the disc memory. 
the brain of m y  computers. 

tist - 'SO far unidentified - ' wusc the R- sign* wen Vogei a d  that when T s h  wtis 
spent seved munth in uebec of such short duration, scott d d ,  experimenting with q g  
occasionally ititenfiewing R a ' s  : fie -om mppd kfmc el-d IWd4 he tuned an ouf- 
last known living W-5 k- ! monito*g pusonnel wwe aMd to lator to the frequency of the 
thur H. Matthews. listen on very low-frequency : bddfng which he was 

wave length Matthews recently said he had 
had a lot of questions from a lot scott sdd on at one 
of people, srJme of whom ,,bn cana- t d i c h w  de- 
Russtan-bounding names. He add- wted  coming from 
ed. "I've been reluctant to tell two locrrdom - both appamtly 

worklag. "He found the n#mmt 
vibmtlon of the bdMn& unl the 
whole ballding started to shake 
and &lost fell d0m"  VOgd orid 
The vibrations felt In nearby 
buildings, P ~ U -  C a a c d  8ad 

the tlmb t h y  arrived, T u b  them a f l h h  be Im- close to one a n a a  - at the I zm eg 
d* rUL a portant." SaIllttimc 

sledge hammer" to stop tbe adl- 
.But he added that he had heard US he,,- working with the lations. .. 

the Russian radio sl als; he had' &. mp M m  to give ere- Support tor dupUut@ T&'s 
r o  gotten phone calls m govern- dence to tbc view of what the experiments in Canad. has come 

ment officials in Ottawa W M ~ E  Rqssians havr achipved. gne from Canadian Sec. C h e  i4anet 
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of Newfoundland, wbo m4 rr- Carter pointed out that ~ o t k  *knationwclswtfdd I share one more piece of mate- 
cently with  rime Minister - wul not permit exportation of s o l k b m t h f l d  b o f f ~  rial sent from yet another be- 
Tmdeau In ay effort to convince electric power unless it b sold to %fits. 
h i m t o s e t u p a t r u L f ~ ~  the province. nus, at present, qdy hpm- loved friend. It is a copy of a 
duplicate the Tad8 azz '2  power from Labrador ir ~01d u 3 tant-thnf@ too often not portion of a book called THE 
T h c c o s ~ b e t r l d .  Oh=-tentb of a e t )  PCr &lSCUTSed-k t& citizen's re- ETERNAL OUEST by one James 
million to $2 million. kilowatt hour to u e k ,  which 

resells it to conso 8 idated ~ d ~ s o n  
C u k r ' s  cbnstctnency Bu eamnlG Co. in New York for 35 milla, 
ic motives In such r rydm! sue- Carter said. 
ceedhg. L.@mk, the mddmd 
portion of Newfoundlurd, lus huge Perfecting- Tesla's methods would quite old in writing, 
souras of hydroelectric power, cruble power generated I. L.bn- published in 1933 
prlnd y on the CburchiU River. P dor to be sold directly to the 
I n o  e r t o s e U ~ l u s p o w e r t o  other maritime province and half a century past). 
the other maritime provinces, the avoid the Quebec middlemen. SO--guess WHERE YOU ARE 
electricity would have to be sent 
via tnnsmission hes thmugh 
Quebec. QUOTING: 

John F. Kennedy . . . . When the spiritual 
consciousness of man becomes 
too high, the threat to the forces 
of evil compels them to respond Rigged presidential Elections withvigor. Just Atlantis, 
the soul of man is at stake 
throughout the universe. Evil 

7129l92 #2 HATONN though the election had some- forward to hearing your com- will not back down. It cannot 
how been held without his mentary on the Perot develop- and will not. M a n  in the Earth 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION knowing about it. After several ments. [H: And again a re- is the center and the focal point 
RESULTS hours of watching state by state minder to not use identiffca- of this struggle. Unlike Atlantis, 

BEFORE THE ELECTION IN returns, coming in bit by bit, he tion if the message would b e  this is mankind's final oppor- 
1984. went to his phone and called his "shared".] tunity to rise above both good 

Mother in Canada. This lady END OF QUOTING and evil and enter Paradise with 
The person who sent this had been active in politics and Salu and thank you. In- the Father and the Mother. 

correspondence is so unnerved had connections so he asked deed I know what was going You have noticed the 
by events that he asks that he her to check on what in the on-the same thing that goes explosion of the acts ofviolence, 
not be identified by ANY means: world was going on! on in ALL your elections. You evil, greed, corruption, malevo- 
name, location, etc. I honor She eventually called have no voice in reality, in any lence, ill will, suffering, malice 
that and thank you for sharing. backand said that she had been election and have not for many, and cruelty that has erupted 

QUOTING: able to reach someone who told many decades. The "dictator- with increasing frequency and 
July 18, 1992 her that this was a "dress re- ship" has been headed by the severity in the Earth. Many of 
Commander Hatonn ; h e a r d w  that had been broad- 'dictator" established by the these self-same acts of deprav- 

Friends, cast b y  mistake and that he New World Order and Commit- ity have been perpetrated in the 
. .... . and may we speak of was to "...forget it and pay no tee of 300. What will happen to name of God and good. That is 

an occurrence which has in- attention-IT WOULD NOT Bush? Bigger plans or wipe- why man must rise above both 
trigued me and disturbed me HAPPEN AGAIN." out. He will either play the 'good'and evil. In truth, good 
for nearly 8 years. It is the The day after his hav- game or, as the Bilderbergers cannot oppose evil. The reason 
actual experience of a physi- ing seen what he had seen- have already decided well over a it cannot is that in the act of 
cian in a Western State, (I have he received a call from a per- year past--Clinton and Gorewill opposing, it becomes like unto 
since forgotten his name.) His son "very high up" in one of be the pigeons on parade at the that which it opposes. By its 
experiencewasrecounted briefly the major networks who  reit- White House Podiums. It no very nature, evil can use any 
in an issue of PARADE maga- erated EXACTLY the same longer matters a whit who wins means to oppose good. By its 
zine and in fuller detail in, I message. for the intentions are to silence very nature, good cannot op- 
believe, the AKRON BEACON- He mentioned that the the voices of the people in any pose evil without being trans- 
JOURNAL. election was going to Pres. event. formed in the process to that 

Four days BEFORE Reagan .... I do not know if the which it opposes. It is impos- 
the Presidentialelection of 1984, reports four days in advance sible for good to commit the 
the physician and countless were the same as those which Challenge Of The identical acts which it opposes 
others  were watching TV transpired on Election night. in evil and remain good. For 
through Satellite Dish TV hook- Spotlight has reported Quest good to use the excuse and the 
up, w h i c h m a t  that time state- that all statistics are funnelled alibi that its evil acts are com- 
of-the-art. T o  his great agita- to ONE giant computer system 71 29/92 82 HATOEIN mitted in the name of God, does 
tion he found himself watch- which can be programmed to not transmute the evil acts. 
in( the entire top news re- skew the results in any direc- I must continually remind These are the games of hypo- 
porting crew of one of the tion desired. you readersMY mission is to crites, liars, self-deceivers and 
networks-David Brinkley, Do you have knowl- that which I am doing-bring- fools! 
Sander Van Ocher, et a l - r e -  edge of what was going on that ingyou Truth, revealment of the You may logically ask 
pofihg the VOTE RETURNS day? A adressrehearsal" seems secrets and cover-ups as best what to do. If good cannot fight 
OF THE REAGAN-MONDALE like a very unlikely true expla- we can, and collect God's people evil, how can victory be achieved 
PRESIDENTW RACE WHICH nation! when the time sequence war- in this struggle? The answer is 
HAD NOT YET BEEN HELD! Thank you for what rants it. In the ending the evil obvious. Evil will destroy itself. 

He said $t caused him you do for the people. I will will devour itself. Do you think for a moment that 
to feel disorientkd in time as continue to supportyou. I look In that subject vein, may the Father and the Mother would 
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send mankind on this long jour- ful destiny beside the Father be so because Abraham was a out the errors in this scripture 
ney and quest, and abandon and the Mother in paradise. Shemite, and would probably because I have a later and dif- 
him now? Never! In the plan of This is all I have to have used either the language ferent translation which has 
the Father and the Mother, Evil's say at this time, Joseph*, the of Babylon (he came from Ur of changed the wording in verse 
own greed and excesses will pit Archangel Gabriel said, then the Chalders), or Aramaic. In 2 1.); (3) I researched the sub- 
it against itself. In the fmal concluded, "To all who readyour fact, we find there are -forms ject of 'Japheth" in both the 
analysis, evil will consume evil. book will come the Angels of of 'Hebrew"! There is an an- Encyclopedia Judaiar, and The 
Mankind is not helpless. Love and of Light. Those who cient, Canaanitic Hebrew, and J e w i s h E n c y c L o ~  Bothstate 

The challenge now is are truly seeking to rise above a later 'Hebrew-Aramaic"! It that, according to Rabbinical 
for man to really learn what it good and evil will have the help appears the 'Hebrews" were in writings, which agree, Japheth 
means to go within himself. The they seek. This is adirect prom- Palestine ahead ofAbraham and was the older son! Therefore, 
most exciting thing about self- ise from the Father and the later the Israelites. [What oc- nothing can be proved by Bibli- 
discovery is that it produces a Mother. Their promises are curs is that the letters or alpha- cal accounts as to the origin of 
revelation and an understand- kept. I thank you." bet of one language (Hebrew in the 'Hebrew" language. 
ing of all life. True self-discov- "Thank you, Beloved this case) is used to write the An additional factor as to 
ery brings about the realization Gabriel," I replied. I was too host language. A similar case in the meaning of the word 'He- 
of the unity and similarity of all surprised to say anything more recent history is the Yid- brew" appears in Genesis 14: 13. 
living beings. It is only a matter else.. . . . dish language. Hebrew letters where the Bible Concordance 
of degree that separates us  in END OF QUOTING have been used to write a mix- states 'Abraham was first called 
the manifestation of the same I believe this is a good ture of German, Hebrew and Hebrew"-this was in explana- 
characteristics that are inher- lesson to leave with you at this Slavic words-resulting in "Yid- tion of the meaning of 'Heber". 
ent in us  one and all. We each writing close. Walk with God dish".] However, ifthe Hebrew/ If you read this Bible verse you 
have good in us. We each have and there can be no evil in thine Canaanitic is the same as will find no explanation of the 
evil in us. We each have the pathway which dares stand in 'Phoenician" as claimed by reasonforAbrahambeingcalled 
need to experience the effects of thine presence. Salu. Jewish sources, there is an- 'Hebrew" at this juncture. The 
good and evil in our lives. And Hatonn to clear, thank- other problem. name is just given to him! The 
finally, we each have the oppor- ing you for your attention and The Phoenicians claim to reason for this is a further mys- 
tunity to rise above both good your kind reception in brother- have provided the Greeks with tery since, in a second Bible 
and evil and assume our right- hood. Good evening. their written language. And Concordance entry for 'Heber" 

according to the Hebrews, the we learn that the people of 
~reekswerethedescendentsof 'Heber" were called 

N O M ' S  a ~ s ~ a a c H  c o m a  Javan (Japheth's son). m r -  'Heberites"!! why wasn't 
ther, the Phoenician city-state Abraham called a 'Heberite"? 

Lessons In Words ofTyre has an alternate spelling Another explanation or 
of Tirias (another son of meaning of 'Heber" is given. 
Japheth)!! '1t is possible the as 'allyG, or 'fellowship'!! I 

(Part I1 Of A Series) Biblical accounts! If the 'He- Phoenicians were not rejected this meaning at first 
brews" are from the 'other side Canaanites or Semites either, thinking it did not apply to 

WHAT DOES THE WORD of the Euphrates," they are not but sons of Japheth!! Abraham at  the time (Genesis 
'HEBREW" MEAN? Shemites (AKA Semites), if you Did Japheth precede Ham 14: 13) because he was in- 

are using Biblical accounts as a and Shem? I make no claims as volved in warlike activities- 
I came up against major reference. to truth and accuracy of Bibli- but keep this meaning in mind, 

problems trying to identify the I began a further search cal accounts. Nevertheless, it it will come to make more sense 
meaning of the word 'Hebrew" among the divisions of lan- appears that chapter Ten of the later (and read Genesis 14: 13- 
as opposed to 'Judean", 'Isra- guages, since 'Hebrew" has Book of Genesis, which gives an 16). 
elites" and/or #Jewn. 'He- come to be known as a language account of Noah's sons, has at The Etymological D i d i o ~ r y  
brew" apparently has no well- (not a place). The chart of Afro- least been tampered with. It of the English Language states 
defrned origin or meaning. If Asian languages in Webstefs may be a total fabrication! My the word 'Hebrew" is of 'Un- 
you search out an older Bible Third Intenuztioml D i d i o ~ f I J  King James Version lists the certain origin." 
Concordance you will be led fmm places the ~ e b m a  language with sequence of Noah's sons as Harper's Bible D i ~ t i o ~ r y  
Hebrew means 'Heber", to the C a n h i t i c  languages of Shem, Ham and Japheth, in summarized their discussion 
~ i b e r  means 'EbeP, to Eber Phoenicia, Nuzi, Ugarit, and all Chapter 10, verse 1. The prob- of the word 'Hebrew" as fol- 
means 'a place beyond". Then those Canaanitic tribes the 'Is- lems are: (1) Verse 2 starts out lows: 'Whatever the etymo- 
you are faced with the ques- raelites" were supposed to have with the listing of Japheth's fam- logical derivation, the term 
tion-what "place beyond?" qonquered about 1427 B.C.! If ily, followed by Ham's family, -'Hebrewn was clearly meant 
Ones have filled in the 'place" the Hebrew language is  and listing Shem's family last. to be the designation of an 
according to their own propen- 'Canaanitic", then the 'He- The sequence is wrong if Shem ethnic or national group." (I 
sity. Most who claim to be brewsn must have been chil- is the oldest. His family should add, by persons unknown.) 
'Hebrew" will say the phrase dren of "Ham" instead of Shem, have been listed ahead of Ham You may be interested to 
means 'a place beyond the for Canaan was the son of Ham. and Japheth; (2) In the listingof know that the following dic- 
Euphratesn-which puts them If the 'Hebrews" took on the Shem's family (Verse 21) it is tionaries have no entries for 
on the Eastern side of Babylon! language of Canaan, which said that Shem had sons 'also" the words "He ber" or 
The problem with that is, the could have been the case-still, -which indicates that his fam- 'Heberite": Britannica World 
Eastern side of Babylon is where that would mean that the "He- ily came after the others; and it Language Dictionary, Intema- 
Japheth's family settled, and brew" language, and therefore also states that Japheth is 'the tional Edition; and Webster's 
Shem was the "father of all of the "He brewsn pre-dated elder brother"! (I suggest using New World Dictionary of the 
the children from Eber", per Abraham in Canaan. This would the older Bibles in searching American Language. 
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THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE later, under a foreign monar- sition --called 'Hebrew Tradi- is true. That all, or most, of 
WORD 'JEW chy . tion". Yet, even 'Hebrew Tradi- those in Israel today are follow- 

"Judah" wasonlvone son of tion" is a word that melts into ers of the Ten Commandments 
This writing is not intended to Jacob-he is not Israel! Al- the mists, so to speak, for the cannot beverified in any pracli- 
label any individuals, for it will though, "Judaism" has came 'Hebrews" have come from all cal sense, just as America can- 
become clear there are more to be known as the religion of over. It is doubtful you will find not be regarded as a 'Chris- 
who can claim the name of the 'Jews". This too is a prob- anycomrnoncoreofTradition" tian" nation anymore, if it ever 
sJew" than is presently recog- lem because there is no single throughout. However, in mod- truly was. 
nized. 1t d l  also be shown that 'religion of the Jews", There is ern times, the new state of Is- The chart below on the his- 
the term has taken on a sur- the OldTestament ofthe 'Jews" rael has declared 'Hebrew" to tory of the word 'Jew" gives a 
prising evolution. and various books in question be its state languageand 'He- listing of the various words by 
In our current state of educa- as to 'holy writing-much dif- brew" is now used in the which the people of ' Judah" 
tion, for the most part, the words ferent than the Old Testament schools-so there may eventu- came to be called. 
'Jew" and 'Jewish" have come familiar to Christians. There is ally of necessity be a common The word was 'Iewe" in the 
to be synonymouswith all things the Babylonian Talmud, com- language. Geneva Bible, 1560 A.D. Edk 
Semiec, # h g ~ ,  .Ismelitish.and mentarits of men, awork which Israel is actually a declared tion. That the word was intended 
Judean. That the usage was is not claimed to"be of"chighd' political, Zionist state, claiming by the writers of the dictionar- 
originally applicable, or appli- origin, but presently held in the a common religious and ethnic ies to mean 'Judah" is shown 
cable at all, is the question. highest esteem. There is also base. by the Latin and Hebrew words 
To begin with the fundamen- the Jerusalem Talmud-not now JUDAH AND JEW: That the for that name. The Middle and 
tals, Hebrew, Israel, Judah, and recognized as being superior; original religion of One God and Old English words are of the 
Jew are definitely not svnonv- and the &hat and the Cabala. the Ten Commandments have most interest and variety here. 
mous terms. I have already The present state of 'Religion" been practiced and believed by It appears the name was spelled 
dealt briefly with the term 'He- in Israel is avery "mixed" propo- many people in 'Israel" today in various ways according to 
brew", I will write regarding the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel and who 
they are later. For now, the 
connection between the words - THE E J ~ M ~ L - J G ~  - SF T ~ E  WORD , - I E i"",/ v 

'Israel" and "Judah" need I _ - pr+ 

clarifying. AS FAR AS COULD EE A S C E ~ T ; ~ ! ~ - ; ~ D  FR0p.I r;,,*kILhBLE DICTIQNARIE-L. 
Israel: Israel was formerly 

G, " GK,. I- 

known as Jacob, the twin ~I~,TIONPRY ME QE i. t ,  RF YEB 
brother of Esau, and the last 
brother born. He received the 
blessing from his father in place 
of Esau. His name means 'the 
supplanter". Jacob's name was 
changed to 'Israel" after an en- 
counter with an angel (accord- 
ing to Biblical accounts). From 
Israel's sons descended the 
Twelve Tribes of Israel, which 
were united under the Kings 
Saul, David and Solomon, and 
then split up again. Ten Tribes 
located near Phoenicia set up a 
separate Temple and returned 
to Ashtoreth and Baal Worship -JEW' = A PAST DEFINITIVE OF THE I'NDICATI 

(including the golden calf and 
sun worship]. The remaining 
Tribes of Judah and  enj jam in %THIS WORD I S  STILL THE WORD USED I N  C4SSELL'S NEW LATIN DICTIENARY (1968) 
maintained the Temple a t  *=THIS LiCIRD, "IEWE: I S  THE WURD USED I N  THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE 
Jerusalem, but they soon also GENEVA BIBLE, 1560 A.D. EDITIUN. 
incorporated astrology in their 
worship. The Ten Tribes of Is- LIST OF DICTIONARIES .. 
rael (located in Galilee and 1. = AMERICAN CDLLEGE DICTIONARY C1962) 

2. = BRITANNIA WORLD LANGUAGE DICTIONARY (1962) Sarnaria) fell in 722 B.C. to 
Tiglath-pileser. Jerusalem fell 3. = VEBSTER'S NE?J WORD DICTIONARY OF THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE <1957:1 

to Nebuahadnezer in 586 B.C. 
4. = AN ETYMOLCIGICAL DIcTICJNARY CIF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (1879-1882) 
5. = WEBSTERtS I~~TERNATICINAL DICT!CINAR% 1986 

and the people taken to Babylon, 6. COLLIERS CYCLOPEDIA OF COMMERCIAL AND SOCIAL INFORMA-TICIN (18851 
the Temple destroyed. There 
was no further mention of a CDDE: ME = MIDIILE ENGLISH (BEFORE 1500 A.D.1 

Kingdom of Israel after 722 B.C., OE = OLD ENGLISH OR EARLY ENGLISH (EEFCIRE A.D, 1100) 
L = LATIN or a Kingdom of Judah after G = GERI-IAN 

586 B.C. There continued a :;K = GREEK 
land of Judah or Judea as it F = F~;~F~- , I cH  

came to be called, and the people = ziz % - - - h i 7  
7 t-.Ll.'~. rl ? E z  = & ! i > - t - v  1 

were returned to Jerusalem L. 7. ; : 
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the pronunciation. That the 'Iewe" is an English word for with Oxford Press Bible Con- Encyl. Brit. Inc., Chicago; 
pronunciation was intended to the Latin, 'Iudaeus" which cordance (purchased in 1940); Webster's New World Dict. of 
be for the shortened JuofJudah means 'Judeans". The gener- Etymological Dictionary of the the Amer. Lang., The World 
is a question. ~ a k e  a good look ally accepted 'secondary mean- English Language, Pub. Ox- Pub. Co., Cleveland 86 N.Y. 
at  the names listed in the vari- ing" of the word 'Jew" today is ford at the Clarendon Press, ( 19 57) ,  Amer . Coll. Dist. 
ous dictionaries under Middle a composite of FOUR almost First Ed. 1879- 1882, 1968 Im- (1962); Colliers'Cyclopediaof 
English and Old English, as well universally believed assertions. pression; Harper's Bible Dic- Commercial and Social Infor- 
as Old Frenchwords. Why would A so-called 'Jew" is (1) a per- tionary, pub. Harper 8a Row, mution (1885); Facsimile copy 
Ju be changed to Gui, or GYU, son who today, professes the S. F., ( 197 1) ; Encyclopedia of The Geneva Bible, Pub. by 
or GIW when J U  already said it? form of religimtsworsbip known Judaica, Keter Pub. Hse. Ltd. The University of Wisconsin 
Also, why not call the people of as 'Judaism" (but is Talmud- N.Y., ( 197 1); The Jewish En- Press, Madison ( 1969); His- 
Judah as they were known in ism), (2) a person who claims to cyclopedia, KTAV Pub. Co. ; tory for Ready Reference, by 
Hebrew, asVehudahW? Inhct, belong to a racial group associ- Britannica World Language J .N.  Laned, Pub. C.A. Nichols 
"Yehudi" or Vehudah" is still ated with the ancient Semites, Dict., Int'l. Ed., ( 1962). Pub. Co., (190 1) .) 
a term used for the people of (3) a person directly the descen- 
Judah. Whv wouldn't the dant of an ancient nation which 
"Yehudi's" w&t to use that thrived in Palestine in Bible his- 
name instead of 'Jew" as their tom, (4) a person blessed by NEVADA CORPORATIONS 
common label? A 'Hebrew Tra- ~ i < i n e  intentional design with 
dition"? The answer is not ob- certain superior cultural char- 
vious. acteristics denied to other ra- OWNERSISTOCKHOLDERS keep your Corporate Record 

It is a fact that the label cial, relipious or national REMAIN ANONYMOUS Book with a friend who hap- 
'Gewissas* was the earlier groups, ALL ROLLED INTO pens to live in New Zealand or 
name of the West Saxons in ONE." Nevada Corporate laws al- the Arctic Circle. 
Britain, a tribe of Gauls (from It appears the same influ- low an individual to own a Ne- If one person owns a Nevada 
France) under a King Cedric, ence was at workwhen the name vada Corporation without mak- Corporation, Nevada law says 
who invaded and became a per- 'Jew" was tacked onto the ing it public information. Each that the stock does not have to 
manent and powerful people in Judaists as when the name year a Nevada Corporation is be issued. If you do decide to 
Great Britain. Could they be 'Hebrew" was applied to required to list its officers and issue the stock, Nevada is one 
the Gews? Gewissas sounds a Abraham. The name was iust directors with the State of Ne- of the last states to still allow 
lot like 'Jewish". It is much given with no historical appli- vada. This listing has to have bearershares. This means that 
closer toaJewish"in sound than cation or precedents. One be- the current names and ad- the stock is owned by whom- 
to Tehudah". Keep the above gins to wonder who the %ealthy dresses of those individuals who ever is presently holding the 
in mind, for it is not the first patrons of the arts" were who are in those positions. All any shares. 
time that the names Israel and brought about this particular curious party has to do is call This should give you more 
Britain have been linked. (See change in'culture"? Theywere the State and the State will dis- creative minds out there lots of 
History of Ready Reference, by powerful enough that the name close this listing. ideas. For example, as you 
J. N. Lamed; subject : England now appears extensively in the Where anonymity is desired, approach the bench to take the 
A.D. 477-527) 'authorized" Bibles as synony- the owners of the corporation witness stand you ask the bai- 

In a writing dated 5/ 19/92 mous with Judah, Hebrew, only need to appo' t one or liff to hold an envelope for you; 
# 1. Commander Hatonn ex- Semite, Israelites etc. Such an more persons to fill % e posi- you take the stand, get sworn in 
plained that the word 'Jew" all - encompassing change in tions of Directors and Officers. and the friendly attorney asks 
did not come into existence until the English Bible required the You may find it beneficial to list you if you are the owner of 
the year 1775: approval of the monarch, who is someone who is not too familiar Acme, Incorporated. You would 

[Editor's note: The writing can head of the Church of England. with your situation, and maybe honestly answer, 'No, I am not." 
also be found under the title '1 It is not conceivable that the they even live in another state. A s  you are dismissed from the 
Few Important Historical Defini- true Judaists would have ap- In this case, if they were ever stand, you thank the bailiff and 
tions"onpage 7 of the 5/26/ 92, preciated the artsy invention of questioned about the corpora- take back the envelope of Acme, 
Vol. 1 9 #6 LIBERATOR.] the word 'Jew" at the time. tion, they would not have too Incorporated's bearer shares. 

'JEW: This word did not And, one wonders now if people much information to give out. 
come into existence until the had forgotten about the Remember that it is the FORMOREINFORMATION 
year 1775. Prior to that year Gewissas by that time - or if stockholders/owners who con- ABOUT THE VALUE OF A NE- 
the word 'Jew" did not exist in there were others also who may trol the corporation. The stock- VADA CORPORATION CALL 
any language. The word was have wondered about the use of holders/ownerselect the Direc- CORPORATEADVISORS COR- 
introduced into the English for the clever 'new" word? tors who in turn elect the Offic- PORATION AT 702- 885 - 9638 
the first time in the 18th cen- A s  near as can be determined ers. So, if there was ever a prob- OR WRITE TO THEM AT 2533 
tury when Sheridan used it in by me at  this point, the 'Gauls" lem with your corporation's rep- N. CARSON ST., SUITE 645, 
his play The Rivals", 'She shall and 'Saxons" and 'Normans" resentatives, you could fire CARSON CITY, NV 89706. ASK 
have the skin like a mummy who early invaded Britain were those Directors and Officers in FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
and the beard of a Jew". of Japheth (Noah'sson) through as much time as it would take 
Shakespeare never used the Gomer (the Gomerites). Al- you to draw up a resolution. 
word 'Jew" in any of his works, though there were also others The only record of who are 
contrary to popular belief. In that played important parts. the owners/stockholders of a 
his 'Merchant of Venice", corporation are kept in the stock 
V. 1 1 1.1 -6 1, Shakespeare wrote (Bibliography : We bstm 's ledger of the corporate record 
'What is the reason? I am a Third International Dictionary; book which could be wherever 
iewe, hath not a iewe eyes?" King James Version of the Bible you have placed it. Maybe you 

fe when he should not y e  
ate: when he can'! qford it, 
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SLEEP, contiituedfrom page I suit of happiness" became ac- to be where cartel leader Escobar you will. Oh mtl, who needs 
cepted and has held a nation is exercising in Colombia. But e&cafhn when yau hawe a 

You DO have craft from alien together. When that is removed, what about Somalia? There are med*gauernmenttogtr# 3pu 
visitors and you do have aliens the nation will fall as a unified over one and a half million people insbuc#ons, dimdons and 
both real and cloned-but the "people". dying of starvation while in Bosnia rules? 
Hosts of God are NOT among How did you grow so dis- a busload of babies is attacked. I suppose it is not surprising 
the ones presented to you. The bnt and far f mm your aes- The babies having been orphaned that the Elite do not like Hatonn- 
ones in service as "crew" are brblishedproclafmed goals"? by this "Soviet-led (pushed) mili- perhapsTRUTH is not in their bag 
well-attended and protected and By going to sleep to the sound tary upheaval"+ them what of acceptable attitudes? 
as you see more and more of the of the music and voices of 
clash of Titans" and would-be those you gave rights over 
'One World Gods", the confu- yourveryexistence, harreyou 
sion will begin to evaporate. lost yaur way. You have al- 
However, I hasten to remind &wed new d e ~ i f f o r r s t o  take 
you-if you don't hurry with place of Ulre ones original to 
your understanding-it will be bd-logy--and you =+ 
too late in the 'getting smart noticed wb!n k'w-ge 
and/or wise". The facts are, changed into one of totally 
unfortunately for You of the Y''-im'' aJna-== You al- 
"free" (barf) world, your Elite lowed "Tide" to l3ecome a soap 
do not have avery good working instead of ocean swell and you 
relationship with us  of the Cam- only jeered when a vice-presi- 
mand. We keep out of ALL of dent added an "e" onto the end 
your business-but I can as- of potato. But, how many ofyou 
sure you-the old *Sovietss are realize the southern national 
a long, long way (by bunches) presentation was one of 'pota- 
out front of you in technology toe"? This, because the tuber- 
and ability to neutralize your ous item resembled an over- 
own games and toys. They can sized and swollen 'toe"? Even 
knock out anything dangerous had the VP not read a 'cue" 
to them and can usurp all things card-he might have made the 
which might give them advan- same blunder in spelling. I 
tag-such as your communi- wonder how many of you at- 
cations satellites, etc. You have tended more than the political 
now defied the enemy by some jargon? 
of your games and the intent is 
to cause you to pay the piper for PARENTS OVERRULED 
tolerating your insurrection. A s  
bad, however, for you is that IS it not far more important 
"they" don't care how your g0v- that, deeite,  petitions signed 
ernment does it but YOU are by 400 parents, the school board 
going to pay for their rulership. in Westfield, Massachusetts re- 

j ected a proposal that would 
THOMAS JEFFERSON'S have required that teachers for 

SLAVERY grades 1 and 2 be uthoroughly 
proficient in the English lan- 

Well, perhaps an even worse guage." This is, after all, an 
realization might well be to con- English speaking nation? Well, 
sider that your own beloved Tho- there were warnings heeded that 
mas Jefferson even mortgaged such a provision would violate 
his 'slaves" (literally). This, civil rights laws. It was Per- 
even though he 'championed" fectly legal, however, to ignore 
liberty. You must realize that the concerns of parents worried 
that which becomes the ac- over the quality of the children's 
cepted "norm" is that which is education. Remember: '...get 
projected and 'established" a s  control of the educational SYS- 
a traditional aspect of life-style. tem and you can destroy the 

In the Jefferson Founding nation" and "Keep the people 
Father exemplification the very ignorant and they shall bf!come 
contradiction bespeaks the at- totally stupid and can be duped 
titudeswhich come to pass. The at every turn!" How much'edu- 
Native Americans never ac- cation" do you think is taking 
cepted, nor do they to this day, place in Sarajevo or Dobrinja? 
Thomas Jefferson as  anything I s  this Bosnia or Yugoslavia- 
other than a criminal and evil how about maybe Czechoslova- 
personage. His  religion, in fact, kia or East Georgia, or perhaps 
along with the formulation of it is in Gaviria? Now it surely 
'life", "liberty" and the "pur- can't be Gaviria for that seems 

* 

Tapes & Transcriptions 
In addition to audio tapes of 

with Commander 3/21/92(2); 3128192(1); 414192(3); Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- 
fering written transc-iptions of 4112192(2) a ralk at local Commu- 
some taped topics. nity Church; 

Donations to cover the costs 4/13/92(1) # "What is a smite?"; 
tapes are S4-00 for One tape, 4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First ' 

$6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more. The Ch*stians?"; 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. 4125192(2) * # "The Photon Belt"; 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 4/26/92(3); 
and other foreign countries add 5/1/92(1) VIL.A. ~i~~~ and ne Big- 
$0.50 per tape or transcription.) 
Postage is included in tape and ger Plan"; 
transcription prices 512/92(3); 

Since we are not set up to 5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
take credit card ordm, please 519/92(4); 
send check or money order to: 511 1 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For 
THE WORD, P.O. BOX 6194, Quiet Wars"; Tehrchap~CA93582.Ca~805- 
822-4176 ifyou have questions. 511 3/92(3) meeting with European 

1f you desire to automati- visitors over lunch; 
tally receive tapes from future 5/16192(3); 5/23192(2); 
meetings, please send at least a 5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
$50 donation from which tape places In Behum" tapes 1-3; 
costs will be deducted. We will 611192(3); 6/4/92(2); Ry '0 notify You as your balance 
reaches zero- 6/6192(4); 61 1 3192(3); 612 1 192(3). 

Special Order tapes are noted 6127192(2); 
below by * and are not automati- 6128/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
tally sent since this mataid is Salt Lake City, UT; 
either in print Or be 6/30/92(3)* 'lThe Divine Plan and 
won. Available written transcrip- 
tions are noted by #. Places In Between" tapes 4-6; 

The following is a complete 714/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
list of meeting dates with the Salt Lake City, UT; 
n d r o f t a ~ e s i n b o l d i n ~ a r a -  711 2/92(3); 
theses andmentioning if then~eet- 711 g/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
ing has a special focus: Salt Lake City, UT; 
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 7/26/92(3). 
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THROUGH DARKNESS 
INTO LIGHT 

ENDLESS CYCLES OF 
THE DIVINE PLAN 

VOLUME 1 
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

Light is the shadow of God and the symbol of truth. 
The eye's light is a noble gift ofheaven. 

Discoverfi.om the higher realms the TRUTH concerning the current ending cycle of the planet 
and rise of a new Earth civilization. 

Discover the truth in the ancient Surnarian texts concerning the 
birth of the planets and solar &stem. 

Find out ahout Earth's upcomingpassage into the Photon Belt 
plus time and energy shiffs that are now taking place. 

Take a look and compare past and present political happenings etc. 
The signs are all around for those who will see. 

Don't miss your opportunify for growth in this time of passage. 

The higher realms are here to help. I 
Contact America West Publiskers, a Nevada corporation. 

1-800-729-41 3 1 

- 
By Gymrgos Ceres Hatonn 

inform you about the unlawful and 
unconstitutional 16th Amendment 
regarding Income Taxes. This in- 
formation gives you the opportu- 
nity to determine whether or not 
you are subject to, or liable for any 
"Income Taxes" that are imposed 
upon you. You will also learn the 
history behind the unlawful arid 
unconstitutional establishment of 
the Federal Reserve System and 

CORPORATIONS 

WHO SHOULD 
INCORPO3ATE? 

Find out all the details and benefls of 
having your own corporation, and why 

Nevada is the best place to have it in. It's 
an easy way to obtain privacy, control and 

protection of your assets. 
Find out more information by 

contacting: 

Corporate Advisors Corporation 
2533 N. Carson St., Suite 645 

Carson City, W 89706 
(702) 885-9638 

ask for Cort Chris~c 
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Our New Look 
Regular readers of THE 

PHOENE LBERA?YIR have 
probably noticed various 
changes in appearance and 
presentation of the paper 
over the past several weeks. 
These changes will continue 
for awhile and are one vis- 
ible result of Commander 
Hatonn's restructuring of 
THE LBERATOR'S manage- 
ment and operations. 

Another change is our of- 
ficial business name, now 
THE PHOENK LBERATOR, 
INC. Our new address is: 

THE PHOElYLX LIBERATOR ! 2810 W. Charleston BLvd. 
Suite 66723 

Las Vegas, NV 89102. 

This address is for mail 
processing only for sub- 
scriptions, comments or 
general communications. 

Our new phone num- 
bei irs 1-800-800-5565. 

This restructuring has 
been gradually implemented 
to relieve America West Pub- 
lishers (already overworked 
with book and JOURNAL 
publishing activities, plus 
speaking engagements) from 
a growing burden they gra- 
ciously carried from the time 
of THE LIBERATOR'S incep- 
tion and evolvement from the 
smaller newsletter called the 
PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS. The EXPRESS, in 
turn, evolved from THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS as a 
mode for more rapid deliverv 
of communicati~ns than thk 
JOURNALS could provide.' 

Again, please note our 
new mailing address is for 
MAIL PROCESSING ONLY 
and not for "stopping by". 
Please know that your warm 
notes of support and other 
sharings are appreciated and 
treasured beyond our ability 
to adequately express, or of- 
ten, even acknowledge un- 
der the work load of our pro- 
duction schedule. We thank 
you for being there at just 
the right times and at just 
the right places, else we 
would certainly have 
stumbled and fallen along 
the way. And, a s  Com- 
mander Hatonn put it, above 
all, the sharing and the car- 
ing are really what this is all 
about. --The Editors 

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SE- 41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX HANE'I' ZIONISM IS RACISM 
JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM 42- UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11 
ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 45- TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111 
THE 'TIMES O F  TRIBULA- 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
TION" THAT ARE UPON US. 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
JOURHALS ARE $10 EACH. VOL.1 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Subscription Rates 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR, Inc., 2810 W .  Charleston 
Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV 
89102. 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI to 1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 50. THE D M N E  PLAN VOL. I are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 51. TANGLED WEBS VoL-VI1 (Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
1 1. CRY O F  THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION O F  THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1'. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS O F  THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V 8~ VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR INFORMATIOH CONTACT: 

America West Publishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 87702 

1-800-729-4 13 1 

- 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada1 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$1 10 (Foreign). 
Quantitv Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1-10 copies 
$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental lJ.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Co~vriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENZX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden until permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENZX LIBERA- 
TOR, Inc. 

f % 
Human history becomes 
more and more a race 
between education and 
catastrophe. 

I I - H. G. Wells 11 
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